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MEN TODAY face a growing health crisis. More than twenty million nationwide are affected by

a prostate health issue, and more than two hundred thousand are diagnosed with prostate

cancer every year. Many of these problems are preventable because they are related to the

chronic diseases of age associated with poor health choices. Dr. H. Ballentine Carter is a

preeminent expert in the diagnosis and management of prostate disease, and he believes that

it’s never too late—or too early—to make important changes to improve and maintain overall

prostate health. Dr. Carter provides men of all ages the one resource that details what needs to

be done when in crisis, but more important, he supplies crucial advice about how to prevent a

prostate crisis from ever occurring.Whether a man is in his twenties, thirties, or sixties, he is

one day closer to being told he has a prostate problem. But positive lifestyle changes that

incorporate diet, exercise, and health maintenance can significantly lower those odds. Dr.

Carter shows you how in this comprehensive and authoritative guide, The Whole Life Prostate

Book. With wisdom gleaned from his many years in the field, Dr. Carter cuts through the

overwhelming amount of information—and misinformation—on the topic, arming men with the

knowledge they need to make the best decisions about prevention, testing, and treatment. In

clear language, he explains how to read test results and outlines the management options

available for lower urinary tract symptoms; inflammation of the prostate; and management

strategies for prostate cancer, including no immediate treatment—an approach pioneered by

Dr. Carter himself that’s designed to preserve quality of life.Filled with simple and nutritious

recipes, easy-to-follow workout routines, and a straightforward approach to demystifying the

complex medical jargon of prostate disease, The Whole Life Prostate Book is an empowering

manual for maintaining optimal health throughout a man’s life.
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ResourcesAcknowledgmentsIndexINTRODUCTIONNUMBER ONE, IGNORE THE HYPE AND

GET THE FACTSGoogle the word prostate, and in 0.25 seconds you’ll get more than eighty-

two million Web hits bombarding you with information—much of it completely misleading.

Sadly, there is a blinding storm of prostate-related content on the Internet, offering you

everything from the latest intel on nondrug treatments for an enlarged prostate, to erectile

dysfunction solutions too numerous to mention—and many others too dangerous to try.For

example, you might learn about robotic surgery for prostate cancer, cancer “eradication” with

radiation, cryotherapy that will freeze the tumor, and ultrasound that will heat it. Or you could be

impressed that the machine used to deliver proton beam radiation therapy for prostate cancer

is housed in a facility the size of a football field, and although complete treatment costs

$50,000, there is no scientific evidence to demonstrate that it’s superior to any other form of

prostate cancer treatment. Yet another online search might lead you to the Web site for a well-

known maker of pomegranate juice, which claims that its product lowers the risk of both

prostate cancer and erection problems. Naturally it neglects to mention that the US Federal

Trade Commission (FTC), the federal agency responsible for preventing fraud, deception, and

unfair business practices in the marketplace, has charged the company with making false

statements.Unsubstantiated claims abound and, unfortunately, there is no real way for men to

know what Web-derived information is solid and what is potentially harmful. The deck is

stacked against you. As a layperson, getting the right information online is not easy, and what’s

worse is that all of your sifting and digging can make it even more difficult to know which

questions to ask your doctor.With so many treatment options available with just a click of a

mouse—surgical and nonsurgical, real and fabricated—it’s nearly impossible for an average

man to make the right choice and get the right advice. Your questions tend to take on lives of

their own, multiplying exponentially.• If I have lower urinary tract symptoms, do I actually need

treatment right now?• If I have prostate enlargement causing urinary symptoms, should I

believe all the hype about the herbal supplements used to manage this condition?• If I have

prostate cancer, is treatment necessary immediately? How can I determine if I am a candidate

for active surveillance? And how do I get a doctor to work with me?• Do drugs work well for

prostatitis? Are muscle spasms the reason for my chronic pelvic pain?• How do I decide if

getting a PSA test—short for prostate-specific antigen blood test—is right for me? At what age

should I start? When do I stop?• Should I have my prostate removed surgically if cancer is

present? What is the best way to do it, and who should do it?You will find no shortage of

answers on the Internet, but be careful not to take them as fact. The most accurate information

you are likely to find are the Google directions to get to the doctor’s office.It’s not just the

Internet that’s to blame. Men today are ambushed by articles recommending over-the-counter

supplements to maintain prostate health, infomercials touting prescription drugs that

supposedly prevent or treat prostate enlargement, and billboards advertising “newer,” more

precise surgical and radiation treatments for prostate cancer. Yet much of what is being

marketed is not backed by any evidence of effectiveness. Oftentimes these treatments are

misdirected at the prostate when, in fact, the prostate is not the culprit behind the symptoms.

Furthermore, many of these therapies are unnecessarily aggressive and invasive.Why?Despite

great advances in medical research, our health care system today is driven by incentives that

reward treating disease with medication, surgery, and radiation rather than preventing or

managing it carefully before it actually strikes. Then there is the relative ease of approving, and

promoting as “better,” the newest drug or device that claims to improve health—even when

there is no proof that new is actually better.When it comes to maintaining male health and



prostate health, there is no universal prescription. There are individual health histories and

emerging data from ongoing studies to consider. And when it comes to prostate cancer, the

stakes are higher and the need for answers is even more crucial.Here are some facts to bear in

mind:• As many as two million men this year are going to seek medical attention for chronic

pelvic pain syndrome, an ailment that has wrecked their quality of life. Obtaining a proper

diagnosis and effective treatment will be very difficult, since most doctors rely on antibiotics to

treat a problem that is not caused by an infection!• Most men who live past the age of eighty

will have prostate cancer that began decades earlier. Many will be diagnosed and opt for

treatment, but a large proportion of those patients will not have needed it.• More than half of

males aged forty and above will have some degree of discomfort with lower urinary tract

symptoms, acronymed LUTS, some triggered by their prostate. Deciding on what therapy to

pursue will baffle most men.According to a recent survey of men forty-five and older, 70

percent of them knew nothing about their prostate or about prostate cancer, the number two

cause of cancer deaths in men, after lung cancer. I would like to see that percentage reduced

significantly and to address all of the misinformation and misconceptions that abound.Although

we men now face many hurdles, I can show you how to maintain optimal health and avoid

becoming a prostate patient—and how to make wise choices should you ever get diagnosed

with a prostate disease.LET ME BE YOUR GUIDE“I can’t sit through a meeting without having

to excuse myself and scoot to the bathroom. Do I need one of the drugs I saw advertised on

TV to eliminate these bathroom breaks?”“I’m up two to three times every night going to the

bathroom. Is this just normal aging?”“I have been to countless doctors who have prescribed

various treatments for my prostatitis, but it hasn’t gotten better. It’s been two years. What can I

do?”“I’m considering a laser procedure on my prostate so I don’t have to urinate so much,

especially at night. Is that my best option?”“My erections are not as strong as they used to be,

and I don’t have as much interest in sex as I used to. Is this expected when you’re older?”“I’m

scared out of my wits. I was just told that I have prostate cancer. Should I have my prostate

removed next week like the doctor advised? What about proton beam therapy or high-intensity

focused ultrasound?”I am constantly asked questions such as these during medical

consultations with patients of all ages. Answering them as honestly and as factually as possible

is what being a good doctor is all about. For the last thirty years of my life, I have been

dedicated to the study of urology and the prostate gland in particular. My ongoing interest in

prostate research and treatment has taken me all over the world as a surgeon, scientist,

teacher, and lecturer, and has stirred in me a deep and enduring kinship with men of every

age, race, creed, and nationality.I have had the incredible good fortune of spending my entire

professional life at Johns Hopkins Hospital, which U.S. News and World Report has ranked the

number one hospital in the United States for a record twenty-one years in a row—and number

one in urology for that same time span. Johns Hopkins has given me the opportunity, the

resources, and the support needed to invest myself fully in what has become my life’s mission:

leading men to a better understanding of male health and the symptoms and diseases

associated with the prostate, and helping them maintain a healthy lifestyle in order to prevent

the development of prostate disease with age. As I tell my patients, the prostate and overall

male health are closely linked. The lifestyle that promotes male health also promotes prostate

health. Conversely, adopting unhealthy habits increases the odds of disorders that are often

associated with prostate disease, such as urinary symptoms and erectile dysfunction (ED).Still,

the fact is that for years most men—regardless of their individual symptoms—have been

unequivocally led to believe that their prostates are to blame, instead of being encouraged to

pay closer attention to their daily lifestyles. Granted, prostate disorders are common, but they



are frequently misdiagnosed and often treated unnecessarily. Even with prostate cancer, which

is diagnosed in over two hundred thousand men yearly, management is more often guided by

the unfounded beliefs and personal fears of doctors and patients alike, which lead to

needlessly invasive treatments.Way back at the beginning of my career, the diagnoses and

treatments for prostate-related diseases were handled much differently than they are today.

Men who showed up at the doctor’s office with significant complaints of urination difficulties or

urinary retention (the inability to urinate) often underwent a surgical procedure called a TURP

to remove prostate tissue. That’s shorthand for transurethral resection of the prostate. In the

1980s, TURP was the second most commonly performed operation in the Medicare population.

Today there is a better understanding of the causes of urination complaints, which are often

unrelated to prostate disease. We have various medical therapies for these symptoms, and

there has been a tremendous reduction in the need for surgery. Now there’s even evidence that

some urination problems can be prevented altogether.Three decades ago, men also came to

see the doctor with far more advanced prostate cancers—for which treatment was futile. In

most of these cases, the disease had already spread beyond the prostate gland. Today, thanks

to the PSA, or the prostate-specific antigen test, the majority of men are diagnosed with early

stage prostate cancer and can be treated effectively with options that carry a lower risk of side

effects. There’s also growing evidence that a healthy lifestyle can prevent the development of

prostate cancer as well as prevent or slow down the progression of prostate cancer that has

already been diagnosed.I will get to all of that later, but I bring it up because I have been the

beneficiary of these advances, having spent my career at Johns Hopkins, where many

discoveries about age-induced prostate disease have taken place. Perhaps, in some small way,

I have contributed to these efforts.When I first began practicing medicine in the 1980s, my goal

was simple: make sick people well. And that’s what I did as often as possible, utilizing

medications in some cases, but more often than not, surgical procedures. However, as time

went by, I began to realize that much pain and suffering could be avoided—if not eliminated—if

only my patients were able to head off a problem before it developed, and that included

preventing prostate disease.Gradually, my medical approach changed, and prevention and

careful management became its key component. The more men I saw suffering from prostate

disease, the more I began to wonder why these men were ending up in my examining room in

the first place and what I could do to prevent them from having to come back. I began to focus

on the important roles of a physician, such as educating patients about their health and helping

them reduce the development of disease.It was then that I decided to look for every opportunity

to teach men how to take better care of themselves, especially their prostates. No patient could

leave my office without my telling him about the preventive aspects of a healthful diet and

physical activity, both of which could help turn the tide of overall declining male health that has

become epidemic in our society. Soon after, I saw firsthand how this approach could help

restore the bounce in a man’s step and the zest for life that many hadn’t felt in twenty years.I

soon came to spend part of my time teaching and lecturing about the prostate to students at

the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, fellow doctors, and men’s groups around the country,

raising consciousness, increasing awareness, urging them to be proactive rather than reactive.

This book is an extension of that important work.Five years ago, this book could not have been

written. The science and evidence on which it is based just weren’t there. Back then, the focus

was on diagnosis, when a low-risk prostate condition was already established, and then

bringing out the big guns—surgery, most often—to bring relief or cure. The important

connections between a healthful diet, weight loss, and regular exercise and their impact on the

prostate had not been determined.But now there is a better understanding of the link between



lifestyle choices and disease development in the prostate. I now recommend a healthful

lifestyle for patients as part of a prevention and treatment program for the often interrelated

male health disorders that include lower urinary tract symptoms unrelated to the prostate,

erectile dysfunction, prostate enlargement that causes urination symptoms, chronic pelvic pain

syndrome, and newly diagnosed prostate cancer. By using this approach, many men see

improvements in their quality of life without the need for any invasive treatments.The content of

this book comes from my firsthand experiences counseling anxious men with newly diagnosed

prostate cancer. So many of these men had already experienced such a major decline in their

overall health due to unwise lifestyle choices that prostate cancer was not the biggest threat to

their lives—yet prostate cancer was their only concern. While counseling them about how we

manage prostate cancer, I took the opportunity to point out shortcomings in their lifestyle

choices and the potential for preventing further illness and prostate cancer progression with

relatively simple behavioral changes.Because I had a captive, frightened audience, perhaps

my words were taken more seriously. But my message got through. I saw unexpected changes

in my patients’ health, including weight reduction and less need for drugs to lower blood

pressure, glucose, and cholesterol. Reduced urinary symptoms and improved erectile function

became the norm for many, along with an overall improved outlook on life.I soon began to

wonder why men wait for the proverbial anvil to drop—whether a heart attack or a prostate

cancer diagnosis—before making important changes to improve their health. Thus began my

efforts to educate and promote the healthy lifestyle that can prevent the deterioration in male

health with age.The theme of this book is educating yourself, changing your habits, and doing

so with measures within your means. In the pages that follow, you will find information on

modifying your lifestyle, including facts about food and exercise to help maintain not only the

health of your prostate but also your general health while improving the quality of your

life.Since male health disorders such as benign prostatic enlargement, lower urinary tract

symptoms, overactive bladder, prostatitis, chronic pelvic pain syndrome, and prostate cancer

are managed in a variety of ways, I will analyze for you the strengths and weaknesses of the

reasonable management options—as well as describe others that you should ignore entirely,

even though they may be touted as “revolutionary breakthroughs.”A few examples follow:• Mark

C., a worried patient, recently informed me that he no longer wanted to have his PSA level

tested. He’d based his decision on a front-page story in the New York Times reporting that men

didn’t need to get the PSA test anymore to detect prostate cancer early. “That is certainly

something to think about,” I told Mark, but I then had to spend the next twenty minutes of our

visit explaining why the PSA test could save his life—based on his age (fifty-five), race (African

American), and family history (an older brother had died of prostate cancer).• In 2009 many

national TV news programs carried stories claiming that the drug Avodart (generic name,

dutasteride) and Proscar (generic name, finasteride) could be used to prevent prostate cancer.

Ordinarily, these drugs are used to manage bothersome lower urinary tract symptoms. I

immediately alerted my office manager to expect a steady stream of phone calls from patients

wanting to know how to get this medication and when they should start taking it. I ended up

speaking with many men over the next days and explaining to each that, contrary to the news

report, these drugs, which are called 5-alpha reductase inhibitors, do not prevent prostate

cancer; in fact, research showed that for some patients, they could increase their risk of

developing a more aggressive form of prostate cancer. This advice was later validated in 2011,

when the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), which is responsible for protecting the

public health by assuring the safety, effectiveness, and security of drugs, vaccines, medical

devices, and our nation’s food supply, voted not to approve the use of these drugs for the



prevention of prostate cancer.• An enlarged prostate can cause urination difficulties, and

deciding on which management option to choose—surveillance, medication, in-office heat

therapies, or surgery—takes careful thought and discussion. This can be a difficult process

when a patient already has a preconceived notion of what he wants to do because of

advertisements and Internet searches that often confuse the issues.I bring this up because it

took most of my afternoon meeting with Ron W. to convince him that the GreenLight laser

surgery he had heard advertised on the radio was not the procedure that would work best for

his lower urinary tract symptoms. Actually, weight loss and better food and beverage choices

were a more logical first step. Six months later, after adopting an exercise program and losing

weight, he returned and was more interested in talking to me about sailing than he was about

his prostate! His urinary complaints were virtually forgotten without a single drug or surgical

procedure.• Supplements are popular with many of my patients. Richard M. recently emailed

me saying that he had read on the Internet that selenium supplements are good for prostate

health. Selenium is a mineral that many researchers had thought could play a key role in

preventing prostate cancer. “How much should I start taking?” he wrote. This information was

misleading and could prove harmful, and then I explained at great length just why that was so.•

Men fear a diagnosis of prostate cancer, especially when it has struck close to home. After a

recent talk that I gave about prostate cancer to a local support group, a man asked me about

his cancer susceptibility. “My father and brother had prostate cancer before age fifty-five,” he

said. “I am fifty years old. Does that mean I will get it too?” I explained that the odds of being

diagnosed were higher for him than someone without a family history, but I then outlined basic

ways that could help him effectively sidestep his genetic destiny through regular PSA

screening and some dietary and exercise suggestions.• Charles B. had been to several other

urologists before meeting with me and had been misdiagnosed and treated for prostatitis for

many years with various drugs. He had chronic pelvic pain from pelvic muscle spasm, and he

could visibly describe the associated discomfort and the life stress that triggered it. After

examining him and ruling out other causes for his discomfort, I gave Charles the contact

information for a physical therapist who would work with him on a program for relieving his

muscle spasm.• I often see patients for second opinions about prostate cancer, and many men

travel great distances. Liam M. had flown in from Ireland, and he was distraught. “My doctor

says I have prostate cancer and need to have surgery. But I am sixty-five and recently married

to a beautiful, loving thirty-eight-year-old woman,” he said. “I know the possible side effects of

surgery can include erection problems, so I am reluctant to undergo surgery. What if I chose to

join your active surveillance program instead?”In lieu of surgery or radiation therapy for men

with very low-and low-risk prostate cancer, we started an active surveillance program more

than sixteen years ago in which we monitored men with twice-yearly PSA tests and annual

biopsy. I explained to Liam that if he met the criteria that I was going to describe, he just might

be a perfect candidate. I then spent the rest of our session reviewing his medical records,

explaining how the odds were overwhelming that something else would take his life rather than

prostate cancer (even without treatment), and detailing the specific tests he would undergo

every six months if he decided to join the program. Liam was eligible, and he did join our active

surveillance program at Johns Hopkins. Five years later, he continues to enjoy a high quality of

life that includes normal sexual function.THE OVERDIAGNOSIS AND OVERTREATMENT OF

PROSTATE CANCERAlthough I have performed more than three thousand radical

prostatectomy surgeries to remove cancerous prostates, I have since come to believe that

prostate cancer is not only overdiagnosed but also overtreated in the United States. Let me

explain.Because we have been screening for prostate cancer in the United States with the PSA



test since the late 1980s, one in six men are now diagnosed with prostate cancer. However,

many of the cancers that are being uncovered would never cause any harm to a man during

his lifetime, even without treatment. Some prominent prostate cancer experts are now terming

this overdiagnosis of prostate cancer and calling for an end to mass PSA screening.I don’t

agree with this assessment. The PSA screening dilemma will be covered in depth in chapter

10, where I offer the pros and cons in this contentious debate as well as explain the incredible

benefit I believe there is in smart use of the PSA test, as opposed to mass screening with a

one-size-fits-all approach. Together with colleagues at the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of

Aging, I promoted this concept when PSA was first introduced as a screening test, arguing that

not every man needs annual testing, that a baseline PSA can determine the optimal frequency

of PSA testing, and that older men with low PSA levels during life can safely discontinue

testing.Unfortunately, prostate cancers are viewed too often as all being the same disease with

the same threat for every individual, leading to unnecessary treatments in many men. This

approach is grounded in the dread associated with the word cancer. A lack of information and

fear too often result in men being treated unnecessarily and forced to accept the associated

side effects of treatment that can diminish their quality of life.Understanding the significance of

overdiagnosis and overtreatment of prostate cancer, sixteen years ago I helped create and

continue to direct the groundbreaking Johns Hopkins active surveillance program, which was

the first of its kind to use the same strict criteria to enroll men and follow them carefully with

regular testing twice a year. Almost one thousand men diagnosed with low-grade prostate

cancer have enrolled, choosing for now to avoid surgery or radiation therapy and taking the

alternate approach of having their cancer monitored carefully.THE NEW

PARADIGMHistorically, the prostate was something that concerned only older men. But in the

current era of preventive medicine, I believe that educating the younger man about his prostate

and associated male health is paramount. Young men will become older men. Hopefully, after a

lifetime of awareness, education, and a variety of proactive steps that I prescribe—which call

for diet and exercise modifications—they will be in a position to prevent or minimize the

declines in male health that include the development of prostate disease.This is a book for

every man, at every important stage in his life. He can use it in the early part of his life, when

he is in his twenties and thirties and needs to become informed about male health before it

deteriorates—preventing that from happening through lifestyle choices like diet and exercise. It

is also his definitive navigational guide to get him through the minefield of prostate-related

medical issues that can arise in his forties, fifties, and beyond.I see this as a book that a man

uses to develop his prostate-healthy lifestyle of eating and exercise to prevent the common

decline in male health that occurs with age caused by urinary symptoms, erectile dysfunction,

and prostate diseases. Having the wrong information during this crucial period can not only

affect quality of life but also take away life. My hope is that this book will help you—and all men

—live longer, happier, and healthier.NOW IT’S UP TO YOUWhat you are about to read is a

book that is the culmination of my life’s endeavor to learn about male health and prostate

disease. The information I’m providing comes from a combination of scientific opinions and

studies from hospitals and university research labs around the world.One final thought before

we get under way. Since most male health problems—including those of the prostate—are so

slow to develop, time is on your side. Use it wisely to make careful, well-informed decisions

about prevention and management if a prostate disorder should develop. In the long run, this

deliberate approach will help you prevent or manage a health concern in a way that is right for

you.PART ONEYOUR HEALTHY PROSTATELife is not merely to be alive, but to be well.—

Marcus Valerius MartialCHAPTER ONEPROSTATE 101: THE BASICSFor a considerable part



of a man’s life, the lowly prostate gland is taken for granted all too often. Unless it is acting up

and forcing him to acknowledge it, the prostate flies under the radar, unnoticed and

unappreciated. In my experience, it’s the rare man who thinks about the health of his prostate,

let alone knows where it is or what it actually does. Astoundingly, I even come across the

occasional patient who doesn’t even know he has a prostate!MYTH BUSTERFemales do not

have prostates! Only men and other male mammals do. However, women have Skene’s glands

around the urethra (the conduit for urine) that produce fluid similar to the prostate.Yes, some

men have heard of prostate-specific antigen or PSA—an enzyme produced by the prostate;

elevated amounts detected in the blood can signal prostate cancer—but only because they

may have had a PSA test by the age of fifty to check for the possible presence of prostate

cancer and because, in recent years, this test has become the center of an international

debate about its benefits and harms. An elevated PSA can often be a tipoff to prostate cancer,

but other noncancerous conditions such as benign prostatic enlargement can also cause PSA

elevations. Oftentimes a man will have the PSA test coupled with a doctor’s digital rectal exam

(DRE) to feel the prostate for any suspicious lumps, which can indicate cancer. With a normal

PSA report and no sign of prostate cancer, any interest in the prostate often ends right there in

the doctor’s office—typically with no desire for more probing by the doctor.All male mammals

have some variant of the prostate; it’s the way that we have all evolved over many millennia.

Like the mysterious appendix, the prostate is a gland that you can live without, although minus

its production of seminal fluid, reproduction through sexual intercourse isn’t possible. Mammals

differ widely in the amount of ejaculate volume they produce, from 1 milliliter (0.03 ounces) for

a randy ram, to 250 milliliters (8 ounces) for a boar—the hairy animal, not the guy who always

seems to buttonhole you in the corner at a cocktail party; that’s a bore. That guy will produce

about 3 milliliters, or 0.1 ounces, on a good day.The prostate is diminutive compared with the

kidneys, the liver, and other vital organs such as the heart and the lungs. Yet it’s important that

you know all about the gland: its primary functions, what can go wrong with it as you age, and

how to lessen the chances of prostate disease—because the odds are very high that, with

each passing day, you will get one step closer to either developing or being labeled as having a

prostate disease.My entire professional life, all thirty-plus years of it, has been spent

investigating and treating all issues associated with this complex little powerhouse of a gland,

and I still don’t know what makes it so vulnerable. I think, however, that it really comes down to

a combination of genetic propensity and the lifestyle choices that men make. The primary

issues related to the prostate are problems caused by benign prostatic enlargement, which

may result in lower urinary tract symptoms (a “going” problem), prostate inflammation, and

prostate cancer. Each of these conditions, which are covered in great detail later in the book, is

a disorder that can bring a man to his knees, to a hospital, or, in the case of advanced prostate

cancer, to a medical oncologist who will help him decide which drug regimen he will follow to

keep his cancer in check.S-E-X: IT GETS MEN’S ATTENTIONWhen I was first speaking with

publishers about writing this book, the one question that came up consistently was why I

thought a healthy young man in his twenties or thirties would want to read this book and

become proactive about his prostate health.My answer was twofold: virtually every man, as he

ages, will have to deal with issues involving urination, pelvic pain, or sexual dysfunction either

caused by, related to, or blamed on the prostate. I went on to say that if proper steps were taken

—mainly, steps having to do with awareness and lifestyle modification—these issues could be

greatly reduced or, in some instances, prevented altogether.The second part of my answer had

to do with sex, plain and simple. I don’t know any young man—or older man, for that matter—

who is not interested in sex. Prostate issues vary in severity, but even the slightest problem



with the prostate can have some impact on sexual function. The more serious conditions go

hand in hand with significantly reduced sexual performance and, in some cases, the complete

inability to have an erection ever again!TAKING CARE OF YOUR PROSTATELet’s start with

proper pronunciation and spelling. The name of this gland is the prostate, not prostrate, as

some men are wont to call it. But this gland, its name derived from the Greek word for

“guardian,” does anything but prostrate, or lie down, on the job. It’s working all the time as a

participant in urination and in helping to create a fulfilling sex life.While the prostate is your

guardian, you also have to be the guardian of your prostate. Changes in urinary habits or

ejaculation, pelvic pain, and abnormal PSA results need attention before a treatable condition

becomes more difficult—or impossible—to address effectively. Because the prostate is prone

to microscopic malignant tumors, an inevitable part of aging for so many men, vigilance along

with periodic testing after the age of forty is right for some men to ensure that they don’t ever

become a prostate cancer statistic.All the while I’ve been describing the prostate, you’ve

probably been wondering what it looks like. I want you to imagine a crabapple, stem side up.

The prostate is typically about an inch and a half wide at the base, a little narrower in its

vertical dimension, and weighs about 20 grams, or 0.7 ounces. Think of the protective skin of

the apple as a stand-in for the outer portion of the prostate. The inner, fleshy fruit of the apple

represents the prostate gland. The apple core, running from top to bottom, represents the

urethra, the flexible tube that is buried within the prostate and transports urine and

semen.IMPORTANT MESSAGE FOR CONCERNED WOMENSince men of all ages typically

don’t know all the complex workings of their bodies and are often hesitant to respond to

medical issues, you may find this prostate information invaluable as you try to help the various

men in your life maintain optimal health and well-being. Helping your partner, father, brother, or

son cope with prostate problems should include far more than just comforting. I’ve come to

realize that a concerned woman acting as another guardian of a man’s health—by offering

daily encouragement or brushing up on prostate facts—can improve the quality of her man’s

life beyond measure.HOW THE PROSTATE DEVELOPSWhile tucked away in the womb, you

and your grandmother, mother, sister, aunt, and wife were all indistinguishable from one

another for the first two months of gestation: you all had the X (female) chromosome. But at the

end of this time, you started to become male, thanks to the influence of your Y (male)

chromosome. It’s the presence of the Y chromosome that sets in motion the development of

the testes, or testicles; without the Y chromosome, ovaries will develop. At about seven to eight

weeks, the testes produce an inhibiting substance that prevents the development of female

anatomy, and shortly thereafter, at around nine weeks, production of the male hormone

testosterone (and its reduced counterpart, dihydrotestosterone, or DHT) leads to the

development of the male anatomy, including the penis and the prostate.In the developing

female (with XX chromosomes), because of the absence of the inhibiting substance and male

hormones from the testicles, tissues that would have become part of the male internal anatomy

(prostate, seminal vesicles) wither away, and in their place, female structures (uterus, fallopian

tubes, vagina) develop. Part of the vagina arises from tissues that would have formed the

prostate had genetic shuffling not resulted in two X chromosomes.By three months, the male

anatomy is formed with ductwork intact, and in the last trimester, the testicles descend into the

scrotum, and the penis starts to grow. Once you’re born, the prostate lies relatively quiet for the

next ten-plus years, until puberty, when a metamorphosis takes place. As testosterone levels

begin to rise again, your voice deepens, hair begins to sprout in unfamiliar places, and the

prostate begins to grow, eventually giving rise to the complex, mature prostate gland.Prostatic

hyperplasia, or benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), as pathologists like to call growth of the



prostate gland that is not related to cancer, does not occur in men younger than age thirty. But

after age forty, when most body functions are declining with concurrent drops in testosterone

production, the prostate may start to grow in some men. The reasons for this growth are not

clear but may be related to testosterone levels during fetal development in the womb, inherited

genes, and lifestyle choices that lead to inflammation and alterations in growth factors, the

protein molecules that regulate cell division and survival. Whatever the cause, prostates come

in all sizes (much like breasts) and, after age forty, can enlarge from the size of that crabapple

to a large orange or grapefruit over the decades.As the prostate continues to enlarge in some

men, it may begin to squeeze the urethra, pinching off urine flow. When severe cases of

obstruction are ignored and left untreated, this problem can sometimes escalate to damage the

bladder and kidneys or else cause other problems such as infections and stones within the

bladder.Although I have many patients who worry initially that this benign prostatic

enlargement, or BPE, causes prostate cancer, they are greatly relieved to find that the two

ailments are separate, apparently unrelated disorders that just happen to occur in the prostate.

While prostate cancer is typically found in the gland’s peripheral zone next to the rectum,

prostatic enlargement that comes with aging begins in the inner transition zone of the prostate,

compressing the urethra and causing bothersome urination issues.ARE YOU A BOY OR ARE

YOU A GIRL?Shortly after a baby’s birth, the doctor checks the status of the genitalia and

reports the sex to the parents. In rare cases, a condition called ambiguous genitalia, in which

the penis, scrotum, vagina, and clitoris are not distinct, makes it difficult to tell the sex of the

baby.What does this have to do with the prostate? The male hormone testosterone gets

converted to a more potent hormone called dihydrotestosterone (DHT) in the tissues that

before birth give rise to the prostate and male external genitalia. Without this conversion, the

prostate and genitalia don’t develop normally. In fact, the discovery that chromosomally normal

males (XY) with an inability to convert testosterone to DHT had ambiguous genitalia and no

development of a prostate eventually led to the formulation of the drugs you see advertised on

TV for “shrinking” the prostate. These drugs inhibit the conversion of testosterone to DHT.Of

course, these medications wouldn’t be very marketable if they also shrank the penis. That

situation does not occur, thankfully, since the penis, unlike the prostate, is not sensitive to male

hormones (androgens) such as testosterone later in life after it has developed fully.WHAT THE

PROSTATE DOESThe prostate is a mixture of dozens of microscopic, spongy, fluid-producing

glands, ducts, and muscle all wrapped up in a neat, paper-thin wrapper of sturdy fibrous tissue,

encased by a protective layer of fat. Its primary job description: produce fluid that makes up

semen, allowing sperm to thrive. In fact, this fluid is initially thick, like hair gel (remember the

comedy There’s Something About Mary and how well that gel worked?), until acted upon by

prostate-specific antigen (PSA), which liquefies the semen so that sperm, the male sex cell

that contains genetic information, can swim all the way up the female reproductive system to

fertilize a waiting egg and create new life.The prostate may also have a role in preventing

urinary tract infections. But this small organ can also produce big problems, since there is a lot

of “high-priced real estate” nearby, including the bladder, the muscles that control urination to

prevent urine leakage, the nerves that allow men to have erections, and the pelvic muscles

involved in orgasm. Enlargement, inflammation, and cancer of the prostate can affect

surrounding organs, leading to difficulty with urination, pelvic pain, and sexual dysfunction.

That’s a trifecta you don’t want to win!When it comes to sex, the prostate is also a crucial part

of the male reproduction team, which is made up of the testes, where sperm are produced; the

epididymis and vas deferens, which make up the conduit through which sperms passes from

the testicles to the prostatic urethra; and the seminal vesicles, which produce part of the



seminal fluid together with the prostate. It is not a sexual gland per se, but the prostate is vital

in making sexual function possible by producing the fluid containing the hormones and proteins

that protect sperm following ejaculation. This interesting mix contains numerous substances,

including acid phosphatase, albumin, calcium, zinc, citric acid, and prostate-specific antigen

(PSA).Sperm are manufactured within the testicle in a system of small channels called

seminiferous tubules. These tubules have the combined length of almost three football fields!

After leaving the testicle, sperm undergo changes in the epididymis—like an athlete training for

the triathlon—that will enable them to swim. Sperm are then stored in the epididymis and vas

deferens and await their calling. (Check out Woody Allen in costume as a sperm waiting for the

call to action in his 1972 comedy classic Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Sex*

But Were Afraid to Ask.)All of this activity from sperm production to “training” and then storage

takes about two months—very inefficient when compared with other animals.Following sexual

arousal, and just before ejaculation, sperm are propelled upward from the epididymis via the

vas deferens, a long tube that has the most muscle per tubular diameter of any organ in the

body. From there, sperm are emitted into the urethra within the prostate, where they combine

with the seminal fluid from the prostate itself and from the two-inch-long seminal vesicles,

which are found behind the bladder and at the base of the prostate.At the moment of climax,

the contractions of the prostate and nearby muscles propel the semen through the urethra and

out the penis.Why out the end of the penis instead of backward into the bladder?It’s a one-way

street because at the time of orgasm, the bladder neck closes tight, ensuring that the sperm

head in the right direction: out. Nature has created various methods to guarantee that sperm

meet egg. In male dogs, the erect penis has a bulb that “locks” the penis in the vagina and

traps the ejaculate. In rodents, a seminal plug protects sperm. And in humans, seminal fluid is

initially coagulated like blood or mucus and then liquefied through the action of PSA.MYTH

BUSTERSperm and semen are not the same. About three hundred million microscopic sperm

cells, complete with heads and wiggling tails, are produced by the egg-shaped testes and

make up part of normal seminal fluid. Semen, the milky white fluid manufactured mostly by the

seminal vesicles, with contributions from the prostate and other glands, is the transport

medium for sperm, carrying them through the urethra and out of the penis during powerful

muscular contractions at the time of orgasm.THE PROSTATE AND ERECTIONSThe

erectogenic nerves responsible for signaling the penis to get hard run along the outside of the

prostate with an overlay of a blanket-like covering of tissue, making the prostate an important

bystander in erectile function. Diseases of the prostate that cause the gland to become

inflamed or enlarged, as well as cancer, can adversely affect erections, so it pays to keep the

gland healthy.Dr. Patrick Walsh, chairman of the urology department at Hopkins when I arrived,

was the first physician to discover that these fragile nerves did not run inside the prostate like

most anatomists had thought, but rather outside the gland—a discovery that changed the

history of prostate cancer treatment throughout the world. If prostate surgery is ever a

necessity for you and you want to preserve your active sex life, in chapter 13 I’ll explain just

how important it is to find the right surgeon for the task.MYTH BUSTERYou can have

intercourse without a prostate. However, after radical prostatectomy, in which the prostate and

seminal vesicles are removed, there will be no ejaculate produced during your “dry”

orgasm.SIZING UP THE PROSTATEProstates range in size over time. Babies have prostates

the size of a pea, barely tipping the scales at the weight of a paperclip (1.5 grams, or 0.05

ounces) and continuing to grow very slowly. By the end of the teenage years and sexual

maturation, the 1.5-inch-long prostate usually weighs in at around 18 grams (0.63 ounces) and

generally has reached the size of a crabapple (or strawberry, walnut, plum, lime, or golf ball—



the comparisons are many). With a third of the gland made up of muscular tissue, the prostate

feels smooth, soft, and yet somewhat firm to the touch.In the ensuing years of adulthood, the

prostate gland grows slowly, from about 25 grams for men in their thirties, to 35 to 45 grams for

men in their seventies. In some men, however, the prostate can grow to 100 grams or more. Or,

getting back to the fruit analogy, those are good-sized crabapples, lemons, oranges, and even

grapefruits.An interesting aside to prostate growth is the fact that the gland actually continues

to grow while another more prominent body part, the penis, will stop growing after puberty. I’m

sure most men would rather have a larger penis and a smaller prostate, but apparently nature

did not intend it to be that way.The good news is that not all men’s prostates will enlarge to be

bothersome, and if they do, this benign prostatic enlargement has nothing to do with potentially

lethal disease; it’s just a big prostate. In fact, for unclear reasons, men with prostate cancer

who have large prostates have less aggressive disease than those with smaller prostates.

Does the large prostate produce a substance that provides protection from aggressive cancer?

That’s unknown at this time, but it’s an interesting question that researchers at Johns Hopkins

are pursuing.When the prostate grows, it can do one of two things: it can enlarge and produce

no symptoms at all, or it can enlarge and start to compress the urethra, the tube that runs from

the bladder through the prostate and out through the penis. This compression causes lower

urinary tract symptoms that can vary from mild and not warranting treatment to severe and

requiring surgery. This is all covered in greater detail in chapter 5.UMMM, WHERE IS IT

EXACTLY?The prostate is situated inside the pelvic area, just below the bladder and right in

front of your rectum, about two inches up from the perineum, the region between your scrotum

and anus. The base, which is the widest part of the prostate, is at the top, nearest to the

urinary bladder, while the narrowest end of the prostate, where the urethra exits, is called the

apex. This faces toward the perineum down below.Since the prostate and bladder are so close

to each other, you should not be surprised to find that many of the prostate disorders

discussed in later chapters also have a major bladder—and urination—component to

them.Since the prostate is perched just in front of the rectum, urologists use the rectum as a

window to evaluate the gland by way of a digital rectal exam (DRE) and by transrectal

ultrasound (TRUS). DRE allows the physician to feel, or palpate, the part of the gland where

cancers usually arise, while TRUS uses ultrasound waves to create two-dimensional images of

the prostate. For this exam, a small ultrasound probe (about the size of two fingers) is inserted

into the rectum. The DRE, along with the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) blood test, are the

current mainstays for detection of prostate cancer.The adult pelvic areaYOUR PELVIC FLOOR:

THE PROSTATE’S FOUNDATIONYou know what a hammock is, of course. Well, you have your

own internal hammock, made up of a collection of muscles that comfortably and securely hold

your entire pelvic floor (the bottom of the pelvic cavity) together. These muscles attach to your

pubic bone in front and your coccyx, or tailbone, in the back, and are linked from side to side

by your “sit bone,” or, as doctors like to call it, your ischial tuberosity. The pelvic floor muscles

surround your anus and urethra, helping to support them, as well as the bladder, rectum, and

prostate. What’s more they help these organs maintain their proper function. One of the

muscles also assists in propelling blood to the penis to create a more rigid erection.In women,

the pelvic floor becomes most important after childbirth, when the muscles weaken, allowing

pelvic organs such as the bladder and rectum to descend, or prolapse, altering their

functioning. Men’s pelvic floor muscles can become irritated and spasm, causing pelvic pain,

just as back muscles can spasm and trigger severe back pain. The cause of pelvic floor muscle

irritation is usually not apparent, but it is believed to be caused by trauma from riding a bike, for

example, or from organ inflammation brought about by an infection of the bladder or



prostate.Essentially, the pelvic floor muscles will shorten, tighten, and go into spasm. In turn,

pain often centers in the perineum. Many a doctor still assumes that the man back to see him

for the nth time with these pain complaints simply has prostatitis, an inflammation of his

prostate gland. Unfortunately, that is true in less than 5 percent of cases, but for decades, that

was the typical scenario. The painful condition, misdiagnosed as prostatitis, would be treated

with antibiotics—which rarely worked, because you don’t treat damaged muscles with

antibiotics!—and, in some cases, surgery, which was not successful either.Fortunately, today

we have a better understanding of an ailment that we now call chronic pelvic pain syndrome

(CPPS), which can be caused by muscle spasm and other conditions unrelated to the prostate.

The ailment is now becoming less prostatecentric, and physicians are taking a multidisciplinary

approach to treatment, incorporating physical therapy and a variety of medications to treat

specific complaints.PROSTATE ZONESTwo types of tissue comprise the prostate: glandular, or

epithelial, cells that manufacture seminal fluid, including prostate-specific antigen (PSA); and

stromal tissue, which makes up the majority of the prostate and provides support to its many

internal glands. Made up of connective tissue and smooth muscle, stromal tissue contracts to

release prostatic secretions during sexual activity.Urologists like to divide the prostate into four

specific anatomic zones:ZONE 1The transition zone. This part of the prostate encircles the

urethra tube. Approximately 15 percent of prostate cancers lurk around here. While this area

takes up only 15 percent to 30 percent of prostate volume, it enlarges with age. In some men,

the transition zone grows so large that it forms masses called nodules that can squeeze off the

urethra; imagine stepping on a garden hose, significantly slowing the outflow of water. This can

lead to bothersome lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) that frequently drive men to doctors

in search of treatment.The prostate zonesZONE 2The central zone. About 20 percent of

prostate real estate is located here, near the bladder and surrounding the region into which the

ejaculatory ducts empty seminal fluid and sperm into the urethra; the central zone contains a

significant number of glands that secrete prostatic fluid. Like the transition zone, this area can

enlarge after men turn forty. It’s unusual—but not unheard of—that prostate cancer is found

here.ZONE 3The anterior zone. Think smooth muscle. The involuntary muscle fibers—those

over which you have no control—are mostly found here at the front of the gland. It’s rare for

prostate cancer to lurk here, since there are no glands in this area.ZONE 4The peripheral

zone. Think “danger zone.” This is the back of the prostate, nearest to the rectum,

encompassing about 75 percent of prostate tissue. This part of the prostate is the one

examined during a DRE, when the physician manually examines the wall of the rectum and

presses against the prostate. Most of the secretion-producing glands are located here, and it’s

where most prostate cancer typically develops; needle biopsies of the prostate most often

sample this area to rule out cancer. The peripheral zone is the primary target for needle

biopsies of the prostate, in which a hollow needle is used to withdraw samples of tissue, to be

examined under the microscope for any evidence of cancer.PROSTATE LOBESThe prostate

gland is not divided anatomically into left and right hemispheres, but since it has a groove

down its center called the median sulcus, it appears on examination to have right and left

sides. We refer to these sides as lobes of the prostate gland. In describing prostate cancer

findings on DRE, urologists will often refer to one or the other lobe (sometimes both) as being

the troublesome area.WHEN PROBLEMS DEVELOP IN THE PROSTATEFor its relatively tiny

size, the prostate can cause monumental problems. Benign enlargement, infection,

inflammation, trauma, irritation, and cancer growth within the prostate can quickly command a

man’s attention, with discomfort and pain registering from barely noticeable all the way to off

the pain charts. Not only is the prostate pounding out “Help me!” messages, but so, too, are



neighboring organs that are often affected when the prostate acts up. And when the prostate is

eventually treated with drugs, heat therapies, surgery, or radiation, nearby organs can be

affected as well, owing to their proximity to the prostate—unfortunately, not always for the

better. Here’s a thumbnail sketch of the three major problems involving the prostate that many

men will have to confront:1. LOWER URINARY TRACT SYMPTOMS (LUTS)Frequent urination

has men literally running in search of a toilet; stop-and-go urination leaves them stranded in

front of the toilet, desperately trying to get all urine into the bowl without any dribbling when

they’re finished; and urination signals that awaken men throughout the night. All of these can

be due to prostate problems but also to unrelated developments such as changes in the

bladder, in urine production, or even in sleep. (See chapters 6 and 7 for more about how to

deal effectively with the negative consequences of LUTS, benign prostatic enlargement, and

overactive bladder.)2. CHRONIC PROSTATITIS/CHRONIC PELVIC PAIN SYNDROME (CP/

CPPS)Formerly lumped together under the name prostatitis—only because no one knew any

better and had no solutions for this vexing problem—CP/CPPS is a painful and often

incapacitating ailment that still has many men wandering aimlessly from doctor to doctor

(sometimes dozens of them) in search of relief. The recent name change, along with a group of

dedicated researchers determined to find real solutions, has led to a multidisciplinary approach

that encompasses urologists, physical therapists, psychiatrists, psychologists, and pain experts

to provide the specialized lifestyle and medical care that men may need to find effective, long-

lasting relief. Go to chapter 8 for information about prostatitis/chronic pelvic pain syndrome and

read about innovative solutions.3. PROSTATE CANCERDeath from prostate cancer, the most

common cancer in men and the second leading cause of male cancer deaths, is an

unfortunate reality, with more than thirty thousand men dying of it every year in the United

States. That’s more than three men every hour.The good news is that the ability to detect

prostate cancer early has prevented death in many men, and improved treatments have led to

a reduction in treatment side effects.The bad news is that in detecting prostate cancer, we are

overtreating it, especially in older men. This book focuses on alternatives for detection and

management that can reduce unnecessary treatments. The ongoing Johns Hopkins Active

Surveillance Program, which I helped pioneer over sixteen years ago, is one step toward

reducing the unnecessary treatment of prostate cancer. (See chapter 12.)COMING RIGHT

UPBefore we discuss the three specific prostate disorders in depth, however, I want to turn

your attention to helpful ways that you can reduce urinary frequency problems and then

introduce you to effective strategies utilizing changes in nutrition and exercise that will help you

take control of your health. I have long been interested in the power of nutrition and physical

activity, not only as effective ways to fuel and strengthen the body but also as helpful

preventive strategies that may delay or prevent a decline in male health, including prostate

disorders.The important lifestyle changes that I recommend in the following chapters can

dramatically improve your overall health and the health of your prostate.Leading urologic

researchers estimate that most prostate disorders, including cancer, are not related solely to

genetics but also to personal lifestyle choices. This means that you have within your power the

ability to minimize the effects and slow the course of the various prostate problems by

implementing the lifestyle changes that I will detail for you.THE TAKEAWAY• The prostate is a

gland of the male reproductive system that is tucked away in front of the rectum and just below

the bladder, the organ that stores urine.• The main purpose of the prostate is to produce the

fluid that makes up semen, which helps transport and protect sperm during the male orgasm.•

The prostate consists of a base and a narrowed apex and is divided into different zones based

on their function: the transition zone, the central zone, the anterior zone, and the peripheral



zone.• As a man ages, he may have to deal with some degree of prostate-related issues such

as prostate inflammation, benign prostatic enlargement, and cancer.• It is possible to reduce or

prevent prostate problems that commonly occur with age by adopting a healthy

lifestyle.CHAPTER TWOPROTECTING YOUR PROSTATELack of activity destroys the good

condition of every human being, while movement and methodical physical exercise save it and

preserve it.—PlatoThe Washington, DC-to-Baltimore train was crowded, as it always seems to

be whenever I’m on it. I was comfortably settled into my seat, reviewing my notes from

presentations at the Prostate Cancer Foundation meeting that I had just attended in the capital.

A few other passengers were boarding the car, and there was an empty seat next to me.As the

train slowly started to leave the station and everyone was apparently seated, I neatly folded my

overcoat and placed my belongings on the empty seat beside me. The ride isn’t too long, but a

little extra room never hurts, and I take it when I can get it. No sooner had I done that when a

heavyset middle-aged man who looked as if he were at the tail end of a hectic day came

barreling down the aisle and made a beeline for the seat next to me.I stood up and let him

squeeze past me. As he eased his bulk down into the seat, he let out an audible “Aaaah!”“I’m

not the twenty-year-old buck I used to be,” he said to no one in particular and quickly squirmed

left and right to adjust his considerable backside into the small coach seat. Beads of

perspiration dotted his brow and started to drip onto his pants, so I handed him the oversized

paper napkin that was wrapped around my coffee cup.“Thanks. I really had to hustle to get

here,” he explained, as he quickly mopped his brow.After just a quick glance, it was clear that

this man was a physical wreck. And the scary part was that he appeared to be only forty, at

most. I could smell the stale cigarette smoke on him, and then my eyes instinctually moved to

his yellowed middle and index fingers—a major tip-off to a longtime smoking habit. His flushed

cheeks and rapidly rising and falling chest were dead giveaways to his lack of aerobic fitness.

He was a big guy who carried a lot of weight; a warning for the overconsumption of calories

that most likely came from consistently poor food choices.“When you get to be my age, the

body just isn’t the same. It’s not the well-oiled machine it once was. I used to be athletic, you

know. All-sectional in baseball,” he said matter-of-factly. “But once you reach forty, with a wife,

kids, and job pressures, a few too many cocktails, you put on the pounds. There’s not much

you can do. You know what I mean.”REAL MEN MASTER THEIR OWN DESTINYActually, I

didn’t know what he meant, because I am from an entirely opposite school of thought. We live

in a society that values and celebrates health, especially for those with spouses, kids, and jobs.

Who wouldn’t want to stay healthy indefinitely?Once the train got up to speed, I put down my

papers and looked out the window at the passing landscape. My seatmate was already dozing,

his head resting on the windowpane, lulled to sleep by the rhythmic rattling of the steel wheels

on the track.I contemplated the various factors that have an impact on health and what makes

us unhealthy. It then occurred to me that sleeping next to me could be the embodiment of a

typical twenty-first-century American man. These are relatively young men who have become

grossly overweight owing to bad eating habits and no exercise routine, leaving them in such

poor health and so out of shape that “running” to catch a train leaves them sweating profusely

and straining to catch their breath. Cigarette addiction and stress, coupled with a few too many

cocktails, are just like pouring gasoline on a fire.Contrary to what my fellow traveler had opined,

age is not the main issue. Each one of us is master of his own body in terms of quality of life.

When you believe in the power of physical activity and nutritious eating, you can make

important changes in your life that will translate to huge gains in health. My patients are my

proof.ROGER THAT, OR GETTING INTO THE DRIVER’S SEATWhether you are concerned

about optimal prostate health or concerned about your odds of developing prostate cancer,



exercise and diet are tools that you have at your disposal to reduce your risks and enhance

your quality of life. It’s an important message of empowerment and one that places you

squarely in the driver’s seat. So often, people believe incorrectly that once the natural gifts of

athleticism and physical fitness wash away with the years, their days of working out and

exercising are over. Physical fitness might have come easier in one’s younger days, but being

physically fit is a lifelong pursuit, just like continuing education and learning, and it is one that

the body is perfectly designed to handle.I had a patient, Roger, on whom I performed a

prostatectomy years ago. He recently came by to see me at my office to tell me that he was

moving away, after a lifetime of living in Maryland. He wanted to say good-bye and thank me for

the care that I had given him.I asked Roger why he was leaving. “The company that I work for

no longer has a position for me here, so I am being transferred out west,” he said. “I’m not

ready to stop working, so I’m moving.”Roger still looked like he was in his sixties. He was trim

and robust and had a smile that lit up the room. He had recently celebrated his ninetieth

birthday.I asked Roger, “What’s your secret to good health?” He didn’t even pause: “I have not

missed a day of exercise in my life.”Obviously, Roger had done a great job in choosing his

parents—he had exceptional genes. But he had also remained vigorous with exercise and

healthy life choices, which allowed him to remain in the workforce. I know of many other men

like Roger, including a group of seventy-year-olds who enter sailing competitions in the middle

of winter, racing along in the frigid air. They are filled with the spirit and enthusiasm of men half

their age, and compared to the man sleeping next to me on the train, they are much healthier

as well.MYTH BUSTER“My genes (parents) dictate my future health.” The genetic cards that

we are dealt are important, but healthy lifestyle choices can reduce the genetic predisposition

to disease.TURN OFF THE AGING SWITCHThe writer George Bernard Shaw once said, “We

don’t stop playing because we grow old; we grow old because we stop playing.” If by “playing”

he meant exercise, those were the most accurate words ever spoken. Our age in years has

nothing to do with how “old” we are, how we feel, and what we can accomplish. However, not

being in optimal physical condition can be a major drawback and a crucial aging factor. Not

maintaining physical fitness and optimal health for the longest possible time increases the odds

of developing chronic diseases, and those include an unhealthy prostate that can lead to

inflammation, enlargement, and a higher risk of cancer.Prostate enlargement and inflammation

can also result in lower urinary tract symptoms, or LUTS. These symptoms can include urinary

urgency and nocturia (nighttime urinary frequency) as well as generalized urinary frequency. I

will go into much more detail on LUTS and BPE (benign prostatic enlargement) in chapters 5

and 6.And then there is the negative impact that a poor diet and sedentary living have on the

quality of your erections. If you cut back on exercise, increase caloric consumption, and put on

excessive weight, faltering erections—the “canary in the coal mine”—may be the first visible

sign you will get of underlying health problems, including heart disease. And for those younger

men who are thinking of fathering children, it is crucial to note that a higher body mass index

and unhealthful life choices have been associated with male infertility. (Body mass index is a

measure of body fat, and a high BMI is an important indicator of an unhealthy lifestyle.)

Furthermore, recent research shows that the combined effect of being overweight and

sedentary increases your likelihood of developing aggressive prostate cancer.MYTH

BUSTERErectile dysfunction (ED) has traditionally been accepted as an older man’s issue and

that it is a natural part of growing older. However, ED can be a telltale sign of underlying

cardiovascular disease that needs to be addressed.COMMIT YOURSELF TO

IMPROVEMENTContrary to what my seatmate might have believed—and anything else you

might have heard to the contrary—you’re never too old to exercise and improve your physical



fitness. Regardless of how out of shape you are or how daunting the road to physical fitness

might seem, it is never too late to get started. Once you decide to become more physically fit,

you can make a significant impact on your quality of life as well as the health of your prostate.

These changes in physical activity should go hand in hand with dietary changes regarding both

food choices and quantities. I will discuss different food options and their impact on health in

the upcoming chapter.In the meantime, why not commit yourself to improvement by starting

your quest for physical fitness today? What’s stopping you? Feel free to come up with any

excuse you can think of, but, believe me, I’ve heard them all before.Let’s be clear: you are

certainly not going to become a triathlete overnight or even over the course of a year. Dispel all

notions of incredible physical feats that you see in movies and on TV, where people seem to

reach unachievable goals with little effort. The body doesn’t work like that.First, you will need to

build a strong fitness base. You can’t just jump right in, start exercising, and expect to see

tremendous results. Building this all-important foundation is the key to sustainability. And, yes,

brisk walking for a half hour a day counts. I will have a lot more to say about this later in the

chapter when I outline a walking program, but consistent walking can build this solid base for

you, reduce stress, whittle away fat, and rejuvenate the body, filling you with renewed vigor,

greater confidence, and the glow of good health.RED FLAGJumping right into the deep end

and trying to do too much too fast when you have no exercise foundation is the perfect way to

not only hurt yourself but also burn out.EXERCISE CAUSES SOME DISCOMFORT, BUT

SITTING ON THE COUCH CAN KILL YOURegular physical activity protects you from heart

disease, the number one killer of men. Research has shown that exercise can lower blood

pressure and cholesterol levels, reduce your risk of diabetes and some cancers, and protect

your brain from Alzheimer’s, the brain-robbing disease that is now becoming all too prevalent in

our later years.Want more? Regular exercise improves the odds of rock-hard erections in later

years. I have never met a guy not interested in that!Still not impressed? Need a little more

convincing? Recent research also suggests that a healthy lifestyle may reduce your risk of

death from prostate cancer, the most common cancer in men. And this protection also applies

to patients who already have been diagnosed with prostate cancer.These facts alone should

be enough to motivate you to get off your duff and be physically active every day. An additional

benefit is that walking, running, kayaking, swimming, tennis, squash, cycling, surfing, weight

lifting, and in-line skating (feel free to fill in your favorites here) all promote good mental health,

as they seem to reduce the risk of both the onset and the recurrence of depression.LEADING

CAUSES OF DEATH IN AMERICAN MENWhile many men fear prostate cancer, heart disease

is the leading killer of American men. Prostate cancer kills more than 30,000 men annually in

the United States and more than 250,000 worldwide. But heart disease kills roughly ten times

as many American males, and, according to the World Health Organization (WHO, the agency

of the United Nations responsible for providing leadership on global health matters), an

estimated 17 million people die annually of cardiovascular diseases, particularly heart attacks,

making it the leading cause of death in the world. The average age for a first heart attack for

men is sixty-six and almost half of all male heart attack victims under the age of sixty-five die

within eight years.Table 2.1.EXERCISE IMPROVES LOWER URINARY TRACT SYMPTOMS:

WHAT THE RESEARCH TELLS USWe are finding out that, not surprisingly, exercise appears

to play a key role in maintaining optimal prostate health. You probably never knew that there

was a link between how much you exercise and your risk of developing moderate to severe

lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) that can have you going to the bathroom all of the time.

The most bothersome LUTS are urinary frequency that can occur day and night, and strong

urges to urinate. The more physically active you are, however, the less time you may spend



looking for bathrooms.LUTS, a common complaint of men over forty, can be related to

inefficient filling and storing of urine in the bladder. In some men, it’s associated with an

enlarged prostate. Over the years, many clinical studies, totaling tens of thousands of male

subjects, have linked excessive weight and obesity with increased risks of LUTS and BPE.

Many also highlight the importance of being physically active as a way to stave off lower

urinary tract symptoms. For example, a 2006 study of thirty thousand Swedish men published

in the Journal of Urology reported that the forty-five to seventy-nine-year-old male participants

who were more physically active at work or at home were less likely to develop LUTS. As a

matter of fact, not being physically active was associated with a twofold increased risk of LUTS

compared with the risk in men who were physically active.In 2006 several of my Hopkins

colleagues published the results of their study of twin adult men with LUTS complaints. Drs.

Alan Partin and Patrick Walsh and epidemiologist Dr. Elizabeth Platz had sent questionnaires

that assessed LUTS symptoms, weight, height, alcohol consumption, cigarette smoking, and

physical activity to 1,723 sets of twins who had LUTS complaints but no prostate cancer

diagnosis.Epidemiology is a branch of medical science that critically evaluates population

studies, looking for trends. The Hopkins experts reported in the journal Epidemiology that while

72 percent of the variability in LUTS complaints was attributable to genetic factors in men with

moderate to severe LUTS, modifiable lifestyle factors such as obesity and lack of physical

activity explained 28 percent of the variability in LUTS. Physical activity was associated with a

40 percent lower risk of LUTS.IMPORTANT NEWS FROM SAN DIEGOA former Johns

Hopkins colleague, Dr. J. Kellogg Parsons, who is now a researcher specializing in prostate

disease at the UCSD Moores Cancer Center, in San Diego, published the most recent study

examining the impact of exercise on urinary distress in 2008 in the journal European

Urology.Dr. Parsons began looking at exercise and prostate health because he noted in his

work and in other research that modifiable lifestyle factors seemed to influence LUTS—both

the risk of developing it and its severity. Specifically, he found that obesity and diabetes

increase the risk—and that exercise and physical activity decrease the risk—of developing

urinary complaints.“This is all probably tied in with the Western lifestyle, which is high in fat-

laden fast food and being sedentary,” says Dr. Parsons. “That increases the risk of

cardiovascular disease and other chronic diseases. This all seems to tie in with the prostate,

which isn’t that surprising, because obesity is basically a systemic disease. The excess fat

cells in the body create an inflammatory state that definitely affects the heart. But what we are

increasingly discovering is that it also affects the prostate and the bladder. What I had seen

initially in a few studies is that there seems to be a decreased risk of prostate and bladder

problems with exercise.”What Dr. Parsons did was to analyze previous major studies that

examined the link between physical activity and LUTS. He then divided the exercise intensity

levels that were reported by the men into three categories—light, moderate, and vigorous—

and then ran the numbers. His intriguing findings suggest that moderate to vigorous exercise

can significantly reduce the risk of LUTS and prostate enlargement by as much as 25 percent

when compared with physically inactive men. In addition, the more you exercise, the greater

the benefit, and even light physical activity has a somewhat protective effect on the

prostate.According to this research, if you do nothing physically active in the course of your

typical day, like the majority of American men, you will have a higher chance of eventually

developing LUTS that can entail bothersome frequency of urination, day and night, and

urgency to urinate.“The overwhelming majority of men in the studies said that exercise was

beneficial and that it decreased their urinary symptoms,” says Dr. Parsons. “I have seen that in

my medical practice as well. Most recently, Freddy, an extremely overweight patient of mine,



asked what he could do that would not involve medication or surgery to relieve his prostate

symptoms.“I detailed some weight-loss suggestions and sketched out an exercise regimen for

him to follow. Months later, he was exercising daily and had lost a good amount of weight. The

next time he came to see me, his urinary symptoms had gone away completely.”What’s

surprising is that Dr. Parson’s findings fly in the face of traditional thinking that LUTS is caused

solely by aging and by changes in the size of the prostate. Granted, these can play a role in the

development of urinary complaints, but regular exercise, as Dr. Parsons uncovered, appears to

have a protective effect against the development of LUTS.HOW EXERCISE PROMOTES A

HEALTHY PROSTATEHow exercise enhances prostate health is still a matter of speculation,

but it may be related to inflammatory changes that affect the vascular system in general,

including the heart and the prostate. Animal studies have shown that high-fat diets—a major

heart risk factor yet pretty much the picture of the Western diet—lead not only to

cardiovascular disease but also contribute to bladder overactivity and increased prostate size,

possibly through inflammation.“I think that the prostate and the bladder are susceptible to

microvascular disease due to overeating and lack of exercise, the same way that other body

organs are,” says Dr. Parsons. “But once you start exercising and losing weight, you are

increasing blood flow to the pelvic region and diminishing the inflammatory state that you have

in the prostate and the bladder. And if you have prostate cancer, I think you can also diminish

the propensity for the prostate cancer to progress.”RED FLAGThe saturated animal fat found in

the Western diet contributes to cardiovascular disease. A plant-based diet can reduce the risk

of heart disease and, possibly, cancer.INFLAMMATION: FANNING THE FLAMES OF

CHRONIC DISEASE AND PROSTATE DISORDERSHuman studies are reporting links

between lifestyle choices and the development of LUTS and BPE, and it may have to do with

metabolic syndrome, a medical condition that is associated with four medical issues: glucose

intolerance, elevated cholesterol, hypertension, and obesity.This syndrome is thought to set the

stage for increased chronic inflammation within the body. This chronic inflammatory state is

what occurs when inflammation has gone into overdrive in response to excessive calories, fatty

foods, lack of exercise, and smoking. And unfortunately, chronic inflammation appears to

increase the risk of all manner of prostate problems—including LUTS, BPE, and prostate

cancer—as well as other cancers, atherosclerosis (so-called hardening of the arteries),

diabetes, strokes, and possibly even Alzheimer’s disease.Inflammation has been thought of as

an essential part of the body’s healing system; its reaction to injury or infection. You experience

inflammation as the reddening, warmth, and swelling around a cut or infection. However, it has

become apparent that metabolic diseases can trigger inflammation, a process now referred to

as metabolically triggered inflammation. The link between inflammation and high-fat diets,

obesity, and a sedentary lifestyle appears to be promotion at the cellular level of the body’s

natural defense system for fighting infection. This system, characterized by a war zone of

inflammatory cells that release signals calling for more inflammatory cells, creates an

environment that is ripe for damage of “innocent bystanders” such as blood vessels, nerves,

and the genetic material within glandular cells of the prostate, where prostate cancers arise.

Chronic low-grade inflammation within the prostate over many years is thought to be one risk

factor for the initiation of cancer, chronic pelvic pain syndrome, and prostatic enlargement that

leads to LUTS.And it’s not only the prostate that’s harmed by chronic inflammation. Over many

years, ongoing inflammation causes serious damage on a cellular level that leads to many of

the chronic diseases of aging, including cancer, vascular disease, and Alzheimer’s. In essence,

our modern Western lifestyle, characterized by the adoption of a high-caloric-density diet and a

sedentary existence, has exchanged diseases associated with malnutrition with those



associated with chronic diseases of age.YOUR THREE BEST WEAPONS: USE THEMGiven

the role that inflammation plays in diseases of the prostate, your goal is to prevent

inflammation from beginning, or, if it is present, to reduce the inflammatory response caused

by an unhealthy lifestyle. Your primary tools: regular exercise, weight control, and optimal

nutrition.All three are facets of your life over which you have complete control. By taking a

much closer look at what you can do to make improvements on a daily basis, you will be giving

yourself the best possible chance to protect your prostate and other organs of your body from

the damage caused by long-term inflammation.I will focus on the important, inflammation-

dampening role of diet in the next chapter, but right now, let’s turn to the benefits of exercise

and how it can reduce the risk of both benign and potentially lethal prostate

disorders.ENHANCING PROSTATE HEALTH BY PREVENTING AND REVERSING

METABOLIC SYNDROMEIf you are walking around with a bulging belly, looking more like

Bibendum, the Michelin Man, than Arnold Schwarzenegger in his heyday, you may already

have metabolic syndrome, a potentially serious medical condition. Metabolism refers to

chemical reactions that occur in the body, particularly those related to the conversion of food

into energy. Metabolic syndrome, first described in 1988, is a grouping of metabolic risk factors

that significantly increase the risk of developing cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, or

both. It appears now that other chronic maladies can be added to the list, including prostate

disorders. It is estimated that possibly fifty-five million Americans or more have metabolic

syndrome; if true, 20 percent to 25 percent of the population may be affected.Without lifestyle

changes and/or medical intervention, metabolic syndrome can lead to serious health problems,

including heart attack, stroke, diabetes, and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease.Experts at the

National Cholesterol Education Program of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

(NHLBI) say that you have metabolic syndrome if you exhibit at least three of the following five

abnormalities:1. Abdominal obesity, a waist circumference greater than forty inches, indicates

central obesity and an “apple shape,” which is a major risk factor for metabolic syndrome.2. A

low HDL (“good”) cholesterol level (below 40 milligrams per deciliter of blood, or 40 mg/dl).3. A

high fasting triglyceride level (150 mg/dl or higher) indicates high blood levels of triglycerides

(hypertriglyceridemia). Triglycerides, a type of fat found in your blood, is stored in fat cells and

used later for energy.4. Higher-than-normal blood pressure (130/85 mm Hg, or millimeters of

mercury, or higher).5. Elevated fasting blood glucose level (100 mg/dl or higher). This glucose,

or blood sugar, level obtained following a fast is elevated but not high enough to constitute

diabetes. Glucose levels above 126 mg/dl signify diabetes, the inability of the body to utilize

glucose efficiently.Diabetes is a chronic disease in which high levels of glucose (sugar) build up

in the bloodstream. The two most common types of diabetes are type 1 diabetes, which usually

develops before age thirty and tends to come on suddenly, and type 2 diabetes, which

accounts for 90 to 95 percent of diabetes cases and typically develops later in life, generally in

people who are overweight. Type 2 diabetes, which is caused by an inability of the available

insulin to work (referred to as “insulin resistance”), can often be controlled without insulin

treatment through exercise, a proper diet, weight loss, and oral medications. That’s why type 2

diabetes is also sometimes called noninsulin dependent diabetes.CAUSES OF METABOLIC

SYNDROMEJust as metabolic syndrome is not one specific disease, there is not one specific

cause. However, abdominal obesity and insulin resistance are considered central metabolic

defects leading to the syndrome, with physical inactivity playing a key role in its development.

Some individuals are genetically predisposed to metabolic syndrome; nevertheless, adopting a

healthy lifestyle can prevent it from developing. On the other hand, obesity and physical

inactivity would promote its development. According to the American Heart Association, 70



percent of the American public is now considered sedentary; that’s about 215 million people.

Only 3 percent—a mere 9.2 million—follow healthy living advice to maintain a healthy weight,

exercise regularly, eat five or more servings of fruits and vegetables each day, and avoid

smoking.It’s not uncommon for men to develop a bit of a “spare tire” in middle age. The body

doesn’t metabolize food like it once did, but serving sizes generally don’t go down as a way of

counterbalancing that effect, nor does the average man’s physical activity level increase. With

further “inflation,” the tire may become a pronounced paunch. In addition to that uncomfortable

snugness around the belt line, your belly is sending you the message that it has become a

threat to your health and requires attention. In fact, it has become a metabolic organ, one that

produces inflammatory molecules that can lead to insulin resistance, cardiovascular disease,

and higher rates of prostate disease.Even though winning the battle of the bulge brings

multiple benefits, many men choose to do nothing and instead seek refuge on the couch with

the TV remote gripped firmly in hand. Against all odds and expectations, we must win this

twenty-first-century battle of the bulge. The cost of losing this fight will lead to rising health

problems and health care costs.WHAT YOU CAN DO NOWIf you have three of the five risk

factors associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular disease, you may have metabolic

syndrome. But even if you have only one of the five risk factors, it’s a wake-up call to do

something now in order to reverse a dangerous trend.Lifestyle modifications, including dietary

changes that I will address in the next chapter, regular physical activity, quitting smoking, and

avoiding excessive alcohol consumption will help eliminate the disorders that make up

metabolic syndrome. Even when medication is required to lower your cholesterol or blood

pressure to acceptable levels, lifestyle measures can help make medication more effective and

may allow you to take a smaller dose or discontinue the drug altogether, which can reduce the

risk of side effects such as erectile dysfunction.MYTH BUSTERIf you don’t make lifestyle

changes that add up to a healthier life, drugs can certainly act as Band-Aids: they can help

relieve the symptoms, but they are not going to “cure” the underlying problem.Since physical

inactivity and obesity are primary culprits in metabolic syndrome, the treatment plan that I

recommend on page 39 is designed to get you moving every day and pare off excess weight.

Stepping up your physical activity and losing even a modest amount of weight—in the range of

5 percent to 10 percent of body weight—can help raise HDL levels, lower blood pressure,

decrease your triglyceride level, restore insulin sensitivity, and lower the chances that

metabolic syndrome will evolve into a more serious chronic illness.Although desirable, you

don’t have to reach your optimal weight to obtain benefits. Moderate weight loss, even if you’re

overweight, can help prevent the development and progression of metabolic syndrome.In a

2007 study, researchers reported that the prevalence of metabolic syndrome was reduced by

30 percent in a population of overweight men and women who began an eight-month exercise

program. Thirty minutes of moderate-intensity exercise (a brisk walk) a day was an effective

strategy. Data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) show that

for every one thousand steps men take per day, there is a 6 percent to 11 percent reduction in

their odds of having three of the risk factors for metabolic syndrome (large waist circumference,

low levels of HDL cholesterol, and high levels of triglycerides).When broken down by groups,

those men who took ten thousand steps per day (active to highly active men) had a 69 percent

lower chance of having metabolic syndrome than those who took fewer than five thousand

steps per day (sedentary men). A mile is just over two thousand steps; take ten thousand steps

a day, and you’re covering about five miles.EXERCISE: TOO MANY AMERICANS DON’T DO

ENOUGHHow much do you exercise every day? Choose the broad category below that best

describes yourself and your daily physical activities:• Sixty minutes a day, seven days a week•



Sixty minutes a day, every other day• Thirty minutes a day, seven days a week• Thirty minutes

a day, every other day• Every now and then• NeverIf you checked “Never,” then you need to

seriously consider the future health effects and long-term consequences that are associated

with doing no form of exercise.According to the latest national figures, only one in four adults

follow through with the recommendations from our national health officials to get at least thirty

minutes of exercise most days of the week. Although most men say that they understand the

value of exercise and claim to believe that it can help relieve stress and even prolong life, many

nonexercisers say they don’t have enough time for exercising. Yet Americans watch an average

of 4 hours of TV every day of the week.A 2011 study in the Journal of the American Medical

Association (JAMA) reported that for every two hours of TV viewing per day, there was a 20

percent increase in the risk of diabetes, a 15 percent increase in the risk of developing

cardiovascular disease, and a 13 percent increase risk of dying of any cause. TV viewing is just

an indication of physical inactivity, and the less physically active, the greater the risk of chronic

diseases, including prostate disease.Do the math: Of the 168 hours in a week, most men

spend an average of 50 or so hours sleeping and 40 to 50 hours working. That leaves about 68

“free” hours. If you set aside 3 of those 68 hours left in your week, or 180 minutes out of 4,080,

that is less than 5 percent of your free time for exercise.RED FLAGHere is a little more math to

consider: 4 hours of TV a day equals 1,460 hours a year. What do you have to show for it?

WEIGHT GAIN BEFORE PROSTATE CANCER SURGERY INCREASES RISK OF

RECURRENCEWeight gain is never good, but when it comes before prostate cancer surgery,

the surgical outcome is compromised when compared with no weight gain.Johns Hopkins

epidemiologists reported in 2011 in the journal Cancer Prevention Research that prostate

cancer patients who gain five pounds or more near the time of their prostate surgery are twice

as likely to have a recurrence of their cancer after surgery than patients whose weight is

stable.“We surveyed men whose cancer was localized, and surgery should have cured most of

them, yet some cancers recurred. Obesity and weight gain may be factors that tip the scale to

recurrence,” says Dr. Corinne Joshu, a postdoctoral fellow at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg

School of Public Health.Dr. Joshu and her colleagues sent questionnaires to 1,337 prostate

cancer patients who had undergone surgery to remove their prostates at the Johns Hopkins

Hospital. The men were asked to remember their dietary, lifestyle, and medical factors from five

years before their operation through one year postsurgery.It turned out that body weight did

play a role in surgical outcomes. On average, the study participants who gained weight

reported that they gained about ten pounds in the five years before surgery and one year

following the operation. Those men whose weight increased more than about five pounds

during that time had twice the rate of recurrence than men whose weight held steady.Dr.

Elizabeth Platz, one of the study coauthors, says that there are a variety of biochemical

pathways—including metabolic, hormonal, and inflammatory—that could contribute to a

recurrence of prostate cancer with weight gain. The impact of these pathways may vary

depending on the stage and type of prostate cancer and the timing of the onset of weight gain

and obesity.Although this study could not determine whether weight loss would reverse the risk

of cancer recurrence after surgery, men with prostate cancer should maintain their weight and

do whatever it takes to avoid weight gain and obesity. Regular exercise certainly

helps.EXERCISE IS POWERFUL MEDICINEExercise is one of the best ways to improve

health and reduce the risks of chronic age-related diseases that range from deterioration of the

skeleton, damage to the circulatory system, and the development of cancer. But can exercise

reduce the risk of prostate disease or, if it does develop, reduce its effects? Harvard

researchers recently set out to get some answers about the relationship between exercise and



prostate cancer.In 2011 they reported that as few as twenty-five minutes of exercise a day

could reduce overall mortality rates in men already diagnosed with prostate cancer. These

findings were published in the Journal of Clinical Oncology (JCO).Dr. Stacey A. Kenfield, an

epidemiology research associate at the Harvard School of Public Health and the primary

author of the study, and her colleagues reviewed the workout routines of more than 2,700 men

diagnosed with prostate cancer since 1990; the authors then assessed the men’s commitment

and level of exercise intensity every two years for eighteen years. The men were asked if they

participated in the following activities:Walking or hiking outdoors (including walking while

playing golf) at their usual paceJogging (slower than ten minutes per mile)Running (ten

minutes per mile or faster)Bicycling (including stationary biking)Lap swimmingTennisSquash or

racquetballCalisthenicsRowingClimbing flights of stairs dailyDoing heavy outdoor workWeight

trainingExercise intensity was measured in METs, or metabolic equivalents of task. This is the

energy expenditure during a specific exercise when compared with that at rest; 1 MET is the

energy expenditure at rest, 2 METs indicates the energy expended is twice that at rest, 3

METs is triple that resting expenditure, and so on. Exercise physiologists use METs per hour

as a measurement of exercise intensity.In the Harvard study, each physical activity had a

ranking, from fewer than 6 METs for less-than-vigorous activities and 6 METs and higher for

the more intense workouts. Knowing this, the researchers were then able to determine how

many METs patients expended during the week.Over the course of the study, 548 patients

died, with 20 percent of the deaths (112) linked directly to prostate cancer. Looking closely at

MET results, the Harvard researchers discovered that the more physically active a prostate

cancer patient was, the greater his chance of not dying of his cancer. Men with the lowest risk

of prostate cancer death were those who exercised vigorously before and after their cancer

diagnosis.Dr. Kenfield says, “We saw health benefits at levels of physical exertion that most

men could easily achieve if only they put their minds to it and made it a priority in their lives.

And the more exercise the men did each week, the better the results for their

prostate.”Exercise in the Harvard study didn’t have to entail grueling spinning classes, either.

Men who engaged in nine or more hours of workouts a week—which was equivalent to

jogging, biking, swimming, or playing tennis for about ninety minutes per week—had a 33

percent lower risk of dying of any cause. More specifically, they had 35 percent lower risk of

dying of their prostate cancer than men who exercised less.Walking, the most basic of all

physical activity, proved to offer benefits for those who walked seven or more hours a week

when compared with those who walked less than twenty minutes a week. When compared with

walking at an easy pace, walking at a normal pace or brisk pace was associated with a 37

percent to 48 percent lower risk of death from any cause. Walking at a brisk pace for seven

hours or more per week was associated with a 56 percent lower risk of death from prostate

cancer when compared with walking less than seven hours per week at a nonbrisk pace.The

researchers also found that the more strenuous exercise affected prostate cancer–specific

mortality the most: when compared with men who engaged in some form of vigorous activity

for less than one hour per week, those who exercised vigorously three or more hours a week

had a drop in overall death rates of almost 50 percent. Deaths due to prostate cancer were 61

percent lower when these two groups were compared.Critics will argue that men with

advanced prostate cancer will naturally be less active, so that it is hard to determine whether

exercise caused the reduction in prostate cancer death or, alternatively, that the men who

exercised most vigorously had less extensive disease in the first place.The researchers heard

those complaints and went back and examined their spreadsheets even more closely. In

particular, they looked at the effects of exercise on prostate cancer progression among 1,455



men after a diagnosis of localized prostate cancer, which is a cancer that has not spread out

beyond the prostate. They recently reported their results in the journal Cancer Research. The

study showed that brisk walking, independent of walking duration, provided the most benefit in

terms of reducing prostate cancer progression. Brisk walking for three hours per week or more

was associated with an almost 60 percent lower rate of prostate cancer progression when

compared with walking at an easy pace for less than three hours a week. Still other studies

have found a relationship between vigorous activities and a lower risk of developing advanced

and fatal prostate cancer.How does exercise exert this protective effect against prostate cancer

progression?The protective effect may be due to metabolic and hormonal changes that reduce

the ability of cancer cells to grow and that increase the ability of the immune system to fight

cancer. Exercise may also reduce inflammation that is promoted by excess fat deposits. Even if

we can’t pinpoint the exact mechanism, the evidence of exercise’s protective effects is

overwhelming.The takeaway message from the Harvard study and others is this: a moderate

amount of regular exercise may improve overall survival, while three or more hours per week of

vigorous exercise—that’s just twenty-six minutes a day—may decrease your chances of

developing or dying from aggressive prostate cancer.“I don’t think that men exercise that

much,” observes Dr. Kenfield, “but if we can get them to reach these minimum exercise levels, it

would be a move in the right direction. Hopefully, these study results will offer them both

inspiration and encouragement.”INVEST $100 IN YOUR HEALTHHow much would you pay for

a pill that would lower your risk of developing prostate cancer? And if you had prostate cancer,

how much would you pay for a pill that would more than halve your risk of the disease’s

progressing? And how much for a pill that would reduce your overall risk of developing other

chronic diseases? Let’s see what some companies would like to charge you:• A major

multinational pharmaceutical company wanted to charge about $400 per year for a drug that

they claimed could prevent prostate cancer; it supposedly reduced the likelihood of being

diagnosed with prostate cancer by 25 percent—a claim that was subsequently rejected by the

FDA.• The maker of a particular brand of pomegranate juice might charge around 25 cents per

ounce and claim a protective effect against prostate cancer—a claim that has prompted a

recent lawsuit.Millions of dollars’ worth of selenium and vitamin E supplements have been sold

over the years to millions of men who thought that taking them would reduce their risk of

prostate cancer—a claim that was proven incorrect in a randomized trial sponsored by the

National Cancer Institute. A randomized clinical trial is a study in which volunteers are chosen

at random (by chance alone) to receive one of several treatments. The treatment group is then

compared to a group not receiving treatment or a placebo (“sugar pill”).In the meantime, while

everyone seems to be searching for the ultimate cancer preventive, human studies published

in the most prestigious oncology journals in the world have demonstrated the importance of

exercise in reducing cancer risk and disease progression. But this important news is such a

hard sell to many men who look for pills and potions to protect against cancer—that is, until

they get clobbered over the head with a diagnosis of a potentially lethal disease.Your cost for

reducing the risk of cancer and cancer progression is a mere $100 investment in a pair of

comfortable exercise shoes. Make that purchase now and get moving to reap the maximum

return on your investment.MEN: CHOOSE YOUR EXERCISEExercise comes in a variety of

forms, and the best advice that I can offer is to pick those that you enjoy, so that you will

continue long term. Some people like to walk; others like to swim, row, or use a treadmill or

elliptical machine; others like to garden, play tennis, or walk eighteen holes on the golf

course.The bottom line: whatever form of exercise you choose, you should do enough of it to

help maintain a healthy weight. When it comes to prostate health, the more active you are, the



better.YOUR EXERCISE PLAN: PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHERThe task at hand is to figure out

a way to incorporate exercise into your daily routine so that it becomes a lasting, fun, and

meaningful part of your life. The key is to structure your work around your exercise program,

not vice versa; exercise is the most important activity you will do every day. Why? I am

convinced of the value of exercise in promoting health. And regular exercise is a habit that

becomes addictive once you start.There is no doubt that starting an exercise program is a

challenge, especially if you’ve had unpleasant or unsuccessful experiences with exercise in the

past. The following are tips that many of my patients have found helpful in successfully

integrating a consistent exercise program into their lives:Review the benefits of exercise. If you

understand how you will personally benefit from exercise, you’ll be more motivated to do

it.Write down all your personal reasons for exercising. Over the next few days, write down every

reason you can think of to work toward overall fitness. Keep the list in a visible place—on your

refrigerator or the bathroom mirror—so that you can review it regularly. You might include the

following:• Have more energy• Be able to fit into my clothing• Live a longer, healthier life with

higher quality• Feel more comfortable when I go out in public• Be able to climb stairs without

becoming breathless• Prevent chronic diseases of aging, including cardiovascular and prostate

disease• Reduce or discontinue blood pressure, lipid-lowering, or glucose-lowering drugsThe

list is important. If you should ever find that your enthusiasm for exercise is waning, review all

the reasons for exercising that you wrote down.Dedicate a time to exercise. Once you reserve

part of your day for exercise, protect the time and make it a priority. Many people are most

successful if they exercise first thing in the morning or dedicate their lunch hour to walking or

working out. On the other hand, some feel better in the evenings after a later workout. An

evening workout is a natural way to relax and unwind at the end of a stressful day. Decide what

time of day works best for you. What’s most important is consistency.Be accountable. Find a

buddy and exercise together. Research shows that people who exercise with a friend or group

are more successful at sticking to a program consistently. Knowing you have to be in a certain

place at a certain time to meet your workout partner is great motivation to show up. After all,

someone else is relying on you.Make exercise fun. Join a group of friends or go to a special

place (such as a park or historical site) to exercise when you have time. Listen to your favorite

music as you walk. Do whatever makes exercise most enjoyable. The more pleasant it is, the

more likely you’ll be to follow your program consistently.MYTH BUSTERWhile soreness can

certainly be a part of the exercise experience, real pain never should be. A lot of us grew up

hearing “No pain, no gain.” Not true! Pain is a sign that you are doing something wrong that

could cause harm.Keep a log of your daily exercise routines. Progress is made when progress

is measured. You can grade your efforts, from A—if you felt great and had an outstanding swim

—to F—if you failed to meet your goal or didn’t feel good while exercising.If you’re having a C

day, cut back the intensity of your workout. Don’t work so hard, or reduce the distance and time

you walk. If you still feel it’s a C day at your next session, cut the workout in half. If you have

days you rank as Ds or Fs, skip the workout and get some rest.RED FLAGTake the rest when

you really need it. Injuries occur when a person is fatigued and is trying to do too much, even

with minor exercise.PUMPING IRONResistance training prevents the loss of muscle mass and

strength that occurs with aging. After a person reaches physical maturity, muscle mass and

bone density begin to decline. The body of an average twenty-year-old man is about 18

percent fat, skyrocketing to 38 percent by age sixty. For a woman, the pattern is similar: A

twenty-year-old woman’s body is about 23 percent fat. Forty years later, it’s gone up to 44

percent. But you don’t just wake up one day and discover that you’ve lost muscle and gained

fat; it’s a gradual, lifelong process that you can alter significantly with weight training.Loss of



muscle mass—and the declining coordination, balance, and strength resulting in bone-

shattering falls—is a major reason that older people end up in care facilities. Weight training

three times a week can help prevent this.Strength training is especially important for men with

advanced prostate cancer being treated with androgen deprivation therapy (ADT). Medications

used in ADT prevent the body from making or using androgens, hormones that support male

sex characteristics and sexual organs. Testosterone, the principal male androgen, is the

anabolic, or muscle-building, hormone. Withdrawal of testosterone can cause you to lose bone

and muscle mass, but regular strength training can help to reduce the losses.The bottom line:

combine cardiovascular activities (walking, running, swimming) and resistance training to

achieve the most benefit from an exercise program.START WALKINGFor people who don’t

exercise regularly, beginning a program of physical activity may seem daunting. It can conjure

up images of expensive gym memberships, complex exercise equipment, and boring,

physically strenuous workouts.Walking, however, is none of these. It’s free, simple, generally

easy on your body, and proven to be effective at preventing chronic disease. It is a safe activity

for almost everyone. It’s something you can do on neighborhood streets and roads, in a park,

on the local high school track, or even in a shopping mall. And walking doesn’t require any

elaborate, expensive equipment—just a sturdy, comfortable, well-fitting pair of shoes and a

handy step counter (pedometer) that you can purchase at your local sporting goods store. This

simple measuring device for calculating how far you walk costs about $25 and is the best

investment you can make for achieving your long-term weight control and fitness

goals.Outlined below is a road map to follow for the next six weeks to get you started on the

path to better fitness and improved health without fatigue. You will build a fitness base that can

propel you to heights you may not have thought possible.Studies suggest that walking ten

thousand steps per day—about four to five miles—is an amount of exercise that will improve

your health by reducing the risk of chronic diseases, including those of the prostate gland. To

fulfill your daily walking goals, you can walk anywhere that you like, and it doesn’t have to be

nonstop; break it up if you wish. Twenty minutes in the morning, and you will cover a mile or

two. Finish off the remaining steps after dinner.RED FLAGUse your pedometer all the time, not

just when you work out. Put it on when you leave the house in the morning and take it off when

you come home at night.A twelve-year study published in the New England Journal of

Medicine in 1998 showed that the death rate of older men who walked less than a mile a day

was almost twice that of those who walked more than two miles a day, and the farther the men

walked, the lower the rates of death.Whether it is going to and from work, walking the dog in

your neighborhood, or hiking a portion of the Appalachian Trail (or even its 2,181-mile entirety),

walking is the perfect choice for a long-term physical activity. It is the best activity for getting

into good cardiovascular condition and maintaining it for the rest of your life. Pleasurable, alone

or with a partner, it is also easy on your joints, so that you won’t be worrying about aches and

pains when you are done for the day.Sample Walking Program to Reduce Your Risk of Prostate

DiseaseWeek 1 (initial goal). Establish your current walking baseline by finding out how many

steps you take throughout the course of your everyday routines. Count your steps using your

pedometer for the first four days, and then average it out. The result is your walking

baseline.For the remaining three days, add an additional two thousand steps per day. This is

approximately a mile more of walking but something that you can accomplish with just two ten-

minute walking sessions.If you feel this is a bit too ambitious to start with, cut the

recommended distance in half and gradually work up to the starting point of the program.

Instead of going nonstop, break the sessions into shorter periods; you’ll still be deriving a

benefit.Even multiple sessions of exercise in a day have a cumulative effect on building fitness.



So if you can walk only for one or two minutes before you need to rest, do that. Later in the day,

walk for another few minutes. Over time, you will be able to lengthen your exercise periods and

intensify each session. Movement counts.Week 2. Increase your daily walking by one thousand

steps.Week 3. Increase your daily walking by another one thousand steps, bringing the total to

a minimum of seven thousand steps a day.Week 4. Increase to eight thousand steps a day. As

your strength and endurance are increasing as you enter your fourth week of walking, pick up

your walking pace a bit.Week 5. Increase to nine thousand steps a day.Week 6. You finally

reach your ten-thousand-step landmark this week. Congratulations!Pushing beyond six weeks.

At this point, your exercise routine should be part of your everyday life. In the ensuing weeks,

vary your workouts, go to new places, walk in the opposite direction, and take in all the sites

counterclockwise. You’ll be amazed at what you missed when you were going the other

way.Why not try to increase your intensity and push yourself a little harder? You can maintain

the same duration of exercise, or, if you’re up to it, gradually increase the length of your walks.

The health benefits will increase as you increase the intensity and duration of your

workouts.Most important, now that you have a solid fitness base, you can start to challenge

yourself with other exercise or sports options. Join a gym and, if you can, get some help from a

certified trainer to establish a lifelong program of cardiovascular, resistance, and flexibility

training.THE TAKEAWAY• Being overweight or obese—especially amassing abdominal body fat

—is a major health risk for men. Excess fat increases the odds of chronic aging diseases such

as cardiovascular disease and diabetes as well as prostate disorders that include prostate

cancer—the second leading cause of male cancer deaths.• Chronic inflammation increases

with excess body fat and can affect the prostate, leading to the cellular damage that promotes

the development of prostate disorders, including cancer.• Metabolic syndrome, a combination

of disorders of weight, lipid and glucose metabolism, and blood pressure, increases the

likelihood of cardiovascular disease (including heart attacks and strokes), diabetes, and

prostate disease.• Lifestyle modifications, including dietary changes and physical activity, can

reverse metabolic syndrome and reduce the risk of chronic diseases of aging.• A moderate

amount of exercise, such as walking briskly thirty minutes a day, can reduce the risk of death

from chronic diseases of aging and progression of prostate cancer in men with the disease.•

Make ten thousand steps a day your first exercise goal, and then take off from there.CHAPTER

THREENUTRITION AND MEN’S OPTIMAL HEALTHMy doctor told me to stop having intimate

dinners for four, unless there are three other people at the table.—Orson Welles“Was it my diet

that did me in?” asked Bob, a sixty-five-year-old patient with newly diagnosed low-grade

prostate cancer and who now had some decisions to make. He had been initially referred to a

urologist for evaluation of erectile dysfunction that had been worsening gradually over the

years. His prostate cancer was found on a biopsy triggered by a PSA result of 3.5 nanograms

per milliliter of blood (ng/ml), which was considered worrisome because it had gone up from

2.8 ng/ml a year earlier. Bob was overweight, with a body mass index of 29, putting him on the

road to obesity. He was also prediabetic and hypertensive and, like most Americans and most

patients who come to my office, had no established exercise program. He was living the

sedentary life.Countless other men whom I have counseled and treated over the years have

wanted to know if there was something they could have done to prevent “this.” The answer is

yes: a healthy lifestyle can lower the risk of many diseases associated with a decline in male

health—diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular disease (CVD), and urologic issues that

concern many aging males, including urinary symptoms and ED.But the most concerning issue

for Bob right now was prostate cancer. He had been advised to have immediate surgery to get

rid of the cancer. What Bob did not realize was that his prostate cancer was actually the least



of his worries. For Bob, the risk of death from prostate cancer without any treatment could be

as high as 5 percent over the next fifteen years, but his risk of death from chronic diseases

associated with his other health issues—namely, heart disease, stroke, and diabetes—was

higher than 40 percent.My approach for Bob’s consultation was the “sandwich” technique: good

news, bad news, good news. Once I reassured him that his prostate cancer was not lethal

(good news), I warned him about the risks of continuing with his current lifestyle (bad news),

but emphasized that making the necessary changes would lower his risk of death from

cardiovascular disease, reduce the likelihood that his prostate cancer would ever harm him,

and improve his erectile function (all good news).This we know: what we eat and how much we

eat contribute to our risk of developing many of the chronic diseases that occur with age,

including those that directly affect male health. Diet is linked directly to disorders of glucose

and fat metabolism and to inflammation and disorders of the immune system—all of which lead

to higher risks of chronic aging diseases such as cardiovascular disease, hypertension,

diabetes—and, yes, sexual dysfunction and prostate diseases.In the West, the death rate from

prostate cancer is four to five times higher than in Asian societies. It is almost certain that

lifestyle choices, including both food selections and the number of calories consumed, are

linked to the disease. In societies where diets feature substantial amounts of whole grains,

legumes (the class of vegetables that includes beans, lentils, and peas), a variety of colorful

fruits and vegetables, and fish, there are much lower rates of common cancers such as breast

and prostate cancers and lower rates of other chronic age-related ailments: heart disease and

diabetes, for example.When it comes to maintaining male health, the common American diet is

not the smartest choice. Heavy on foods such as French fries, burgers, cookies, chips, soda,

and other fast-food staples, our diet is calorie dense and provides excessive amounts of sugar,

sodium, saturated fat, and refined (rather than whole) grains. Combine this with a sedentary

lifestyle, and you have the perfect storm guaranteed to wreck male health.YOU ARE WHAT

YOU EATDiets high in calories, fat, dairy products, and grilled or processed meats are

associated with metabolic disturbances that lead to an increased risk of fatal prostate cancer,

prostatic enlargement and associated urination symptoms, sexual dysfunction, and prostatic

inflammation. It may be that these foods promote the development of chronic disease through

metabolic and hormonal changes that favor excess cell growth and reduced normal cell death.

It’s this uncontrolled cell growth that’s a hallmark of cancer. Alterations in nerve pathways, a

reduced ability of the immune system to fight cancer, and increased inflammation also

compromises male health. In support of the inflammation theory of prostate disease, some

studies—including our work with the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA)—have

shown that anti-inflammatory drugs may protect against the development of prostate cancer.In

this chapter, I will detail the connection between what and how much you eat and its impact on

male health. There is no doubt that poor dietary choices can lead to a cascade of metabolic

disturbances (obesity, lipid and glucose disorders, hypertension) that can result in a decline in

male health by leading to cardiovascular disease (CVD). But these same metabolic disorders

are now recognized to also increase a man’s risk of prostate disease, urination symptoms, and

sexual dysfunction, among others.We all recognize the overweight individual with the

associated metabolic abnormalities as one who is at higher risk for CVD, including heart

disease. But there are other important aspects of male health that decline with the

consumption of too many calories laden with sugar and fat, combined with a lack of physical

activity.Information gleaned from the Baltimore Longitudinal Study on Aging has provided much

of this important information. Initiated in 1958, the BLSA is one of America’s longest ongoing

studies of aging. More than fourteen hundred men and women are study volunteers. Ranging



in age from twenty to ninety, they are tested regularly every two years with a battery of medical

exams and followed through into old age. Working with colleagues at the BLSA, we at Johns

Hopkins have shown that an elevated BMI in men in their forties is associated with both

prostate enlargement, which can lead to urinary symptoms, and erection problems two to three

decades later in life. Early “sins”—the Western diet and a sedentary lifestyle—come back to

visit men in the forms of erectile dysfunction and prostate disease, in addition to other chronic

illness.MYTH BUSTERGenetics plays a substantial role in a person’s fat distribution and

obesity, but making better lifestyle choices can dramatically lower that individual’s risk of

becoming overweight or obese.THE VANISHING ERECTION AND THEHEART ATTACK: ONE

DISEASE OR TWO?Tired from having too much sex? There is a solution. Supersize your

meals with unhealthful foods while abstaining from physical activity, and do this with the same

enthusiasm that you had when you first realized the “joys of sex.”The Western lifestyle, with

high rates of hypertension, obesity, and metabolic disturbances, is associated with both sexual

dysfunction and cardiovascular disease, and it will slowly bring your sex life to a halt. It might

happen quicker if you have a heart attack.In a study published in the Journal of the American

Medical Association, researchers reported that compared with men without erectile

dysfunction, those who had or developed ED over five years had a 45 percent greater risk of

an event like a heart attack or stroke than those who did not have erection problems. Erectile

dysfunction seems to carry the same risk of a future cardiovascular event as does smoking

cigarettes or having a family history of a heart attack, because erectile dysfunction is an

indicator of vascular disease throughout the body. And then there are the drug treatments for

cardiovascular disease and metabolic disturbances that can cause erectile dysfunction. Why

not prevent or correct these problems?If you are already in the category of overweight or

obese, and sedentary is an apt descriptor of the way you approach life, adopting a healthier

lifestyle with exercise and dietary changes can certainly help reduce the risk of chronic disease

later in life—and that includes both heart disease and erectile dysfunction.TURN BACK THAT

CLOCKIn a recent review, it was reported that even without weight loss, a well-balanced diet

like the Mediterranean diet (see the discussion later in this chapter) reduced blood

inflammatory and lipid markers that are associated with cardiovascular and other chronic

diseases. Another review of published trials found that people who made lifestyle changes,

including diet and physical activity, were less likely to develop cardiac disease or die than those

who did not.Dr. Carol Derby and her fellow scientists at the New England Research Institutes, a

Watertown, Massachusetts, public health research group, evaluated whether changes in

lifestyle, including obesity and a sedentary life, were associated with the risk of erectile

dysfunction. Studying a random sample of almost six hundred men age forty to seventy who

did not have erectile dysfunction, heart disease, or diabetes at the start of the study, the

researchers found that baseline obesity predicted a higher risk of developing erectile

dysfunction, even among those who lost weight. The highest erectile dysfunction rates were

associated with remaining sedentary and the lowest, with remaining active or initiating an

active lifestyle. The authors concluded that physical activity might reduce the risk of erectile

dysfunction in midlife.In another study, from Italy’s Center for Obesity Management at Second

University of Naples, Dr. Katherine Esposito studied 110 obese men between the ages of thirty-

five and fifty-five with erectile dysfunction who did not have diabetes, hypertension, or

hyperlipidemia (elevated cholesterol). Half of the men received detailed advice on how to lose

10 percent or more in total body weight by reducing caloric intake and increasing physical

activity; they belonged to what was called the intervention group. The other half, known as

controls, were given only general information about healthy food choices and exercise. After



two years, when compared with the control group, the intervention group exhibited a greater

reduction in body mass index and inflammatory markers in the blood and a greater increase in

physical activity.The gain? Erectile function scores improved more in the intervention group

than in the control group, and when considering all factors, changes in BMI, physical activity,

and blood markers of inflammation were associated with improvement in erectile function.

About one in three men in the study showed improved sexual function by altering their

lifestyles. But consider this: the intervention group had an average decrease in BMI of only 15

percent and, on average, was still overweight. I would speculate that a greater reduction in BMI

would be associated with even more health benefits. And a bigger improvement in sexual

function, too.Lifestyle factors that contribute to obesity and diabetes have also been linked to a

greater risk of prostatic enlargement and lower urinary tract symptoms, while increased

physical activity and a healthy diet have been associated with a lower risk of these

problems.The bottom line: the Western lifestyle of high-calorie foods, excess calories, and

being sedentary is associated with declines in male health—a decline that can be prevented or

diminished by adopting a healthy lifestyle.LIVING THE ANTICANCER LIFESTYLEWhile there

are those who, after a diagnosis of cancer, continue to indulge in disease-causing behaviors

such as smoking and overeating, many change their outlook on life. They come to view their

cancer diagnosis as a call to arms and seek, if possible, to make their bodies inhospitable to

these microscopic cells threatening to put a premature end to their existence. In addition to

regular exercise, many men switch from calorie-dense foods that are high in animal and dairy

fats to meals rich with plant-derived foods. These include red, orange, green, and yellow

vegetables; plenty of fruit; whole grains; and beans, lentils, and soy, which are mainstays of the

legume family.SAY YES TO VEGETABLESMany men are awakened to the health value of

colorful and nutrient-rich fruits and vegetables after their diagnosis of prostate cancer or a

heart attack, when the damage of poor food choices is evident.To be clear, food choices alone

don’t cause cancer; it is more likely a combination of genetic predisposition and lifestyle choices

—including diet—that increases the odds that your health will suffer. The problem is that you

don’t know for certain whether or not you are vulnerable to any particular health problem,

including cancer, and which particular micronutrients might benefit you. The smart play is to

diversify your diet as you would your investment portfolio and eat a wide variety of

micronutrients, especially those found in plants.My short answer for those who continue to

overeat and choose poorly, like my patient Bob—and the hundreds of others like him I see

every year in my office—is that, yes, the diets we choose can cause big problems. In animal

studies performed years ago by Dr. William Nelson, a molecular biologist and director of the

Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center at Johns Hopkins (one of forty centers awarded

this designation by the National Cancer Institute), it was found that overcooked red meat

produces substances called heterocyclic amines (HCAs). These are similar to the carcinogens

found in cigarette smoke, and they promote the development of prostate and colon cancer.

According to the US Department of Health and Human Services, HCAs are “reasonably

anticipated to be human carcinogens.”One of these HCAs produced by cooking meats at high

temperatures is PhIP (2-amino-1-methyl-6-phenylimidazo<4,5-b>pyridine), a substance that

accumulates in the prostate, damaging DNA, inducing inflammation, and eventually leading to

a higher risk of cancer. It has been estimated that the average American diet leads to

consumption of a similar amount of carcinogens from charred meats as would be inhaled from

one and a half packs of cigarettes per day! African Americans, with higher rates of prostate

cancer incidence and death, are thought to consume almost double the amount of PhIP that

white males consume.Dr. Nelson believes that since the liver can’t metabolize the carcinogens



from the overcooked meat, they get sent off to the prostate, which puts some men at much

higher risk for developing prostate cancer.Switching to alternate protein sources that won’t

form carcinogens when cooked—soy and beans, for example—is an easy and tasty way to

minimize inflammation and other damage to the prostate caused by eating charbroiled meat.

Asians, whose diet is based predominantly on soy and other plants, not only have far less

prostate cancer than Americans, but also have less prostate inflammation than American men

do.MYTH BUSTERMany men die with prostate cancer, not from it. The lifetime chance of being

diagnosed with prostate cancer is 16 percent to 17 percent, but the chance of dying of the

disease is about 3 percent. Most men with the disease will die of something else—

cardiovascular disease, most likely. The risk of death from prostate cancer depends, in large

part, on the age at which it is diagnosed and its aggressiveness.
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urologist who has been where you are now., The Clot Thickens: The enduring mystery of heart

disease, Over the Counter Natural Cures, Expanded Edition: Take Charge of Your Health in 30

Days with 10 Lifesaving Supplements for under $10 (Herbal Remedies and Alternative

Medicine Book), The Best Natural Cure for Enlarged Prostate with Home Remedies, The Dark

Side of Statins: Plus: The Wonder of Cholesterol, Amazing Superfoods For Prostate Health:

With Super Delicious Healthy Recipes for Men

Gil R, “A great resource for prostate information!. Going through a bout of issues related to an

enlarged prostate, spiking PSA test results and an upcoming biopsy, I rented this book from

the library. I found it highly informative and written in such a way as to make a technical and

complex topic easy for the layman to understand. I was so pleased with the book that I bought

a copy on Amazon. The book is written by the head of one of the top 5 Urology hospitals in the

US.  I don't think you could find a more authoritative source.”

William J. Fallon, “Buy This. Lots Of Good Info and Advice. This is worth a read. Well worth it. I

once read that 70% of all visits to the doctor are because of lifestyle. Smoking, drinking, too

much food, too little exercise. This book tends to confirm that. While prostate related problems

do get worse just because you age or because you have a family history, there is still a lot you

can do about it. Exercise and diet being the big things. The plus is these things will help you

ward off a lot of other problems. There's also a lot of discussion about doctor's over treating

people who indeed have prostate issues, something that's been publicized elsewhere. I didn't

notice before buying this is 500 pages long. There is a lot of stuff here, all sorts of possible

prostate problems and treatment modalities are discussed in detail with references to case

studies. A lot of the stuff is new to me, some not. I know I should exercise more, eat less but in

any case it doesn't hurt to be reminded. Lots of nice little anecdotes. Like the Okinawans

saying a prayer before they eat that they will stop eating before they are full. I'm going to tell

myself that now each time I sit to eat and be conscious of it. Well worth the $20 or whatever it

was I paid.”

Esteban Ess, “Gold Standard In Books About The Prostate. This book is a great resource for

men wanting to know more about prostate health. It is written by a preeminent MD who is

Director Of Adult Urology at Johns Hopkins University School Of Medicine. While published in

2012, seven years ago, the information remains relevant. But, the reader wanting to know more

about newer prostate cancer treatments such as HIFU will have to augment the book with

some research. Johns Hopkins itself can be better used with the know how this book imparts to

the reader. Highly recommended.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “get smart about your prostate.... I am not a doctor but these are my

thoughts: you need to read this book..if you rely soley on your local urologist, you may be

minus your testicles, living out of a diaper..better do some research on your own!! don't let

them scare you into procedures you may not need...”

Jillian, “A must have for anyone that is or knows a man!. This book steps back to take a look at

how to reduce your chances of ever being told you or someone you love has cancer AND how



fast you must act to get the best outcome possible. There are a TON of internet resources,

clinical settings and books on this topic. Urologists (all of them are surgeons) usually suggest

surgery. Radiologist offer radiation. Oncologist offer hormone and chemotherapy options. There

are so many choices with this type of cancer because there is not ONE single great choice.

Each person must decide what they can accept or live with and make the best choice. The

notion of eww eww it is cancer, get it out of me or can you live with this disease as though you

had diabetes seems to be a big obstacle for many. All sources seem to agree (even the

quackery sites and books) that diet and exercise play a key role in reducing the risk, growth

and spread of prostate cancer. After scouring the internet and book options I opted for this one

to bring all the information together in one place that we could review to make sensible,

nonFEAR based decisions about healthcare choices. I highly suggest everyone read this book.

As a side note, July 19, 2012 New Englad Journal of Medicine article suggests there may be

little benefit to surgery for most men with prostate cancer that were studied in this report. Since

this book was published prior to that date, consider whether or not you fall into the group that

will truly benefit when making your choices.”

Amdg, “This is "the only" book on the subject to have in your library.. Over the years I have

purchased every book on the prostate to hit the market. This book is far and away the best.

Current, authorative, comprehensive and easy to read and understand. Where other books

complexify the material and take the reader through the "tall grass" Dr. Carter excels at clear

and concise explanations that anticipate your questions and tailor the response in simple

scientific terms. The result----you end up with clarity and confidence and are empowered to

understand the issues and make informed decisions. Dr Carter has been the real "power

behind the throne" at Johns Hopkins on the subject of the prostate and is internationally

recognized as "the" authority in the field of prostate Cancer. You will not be disappointed with

your purchase of this book.”

Michael J Landau, “The book every guy needs to read. This book explains every thing that a

man needs to know to stay healthy from middle age on. Diet, exercise, supplements, ailments,

common diseases, age-related maladies everything is covered. Easy to understand and very

comprehensive information. This book is not just about prostate health.  It covers everything”

Doug Holmes, “Every Man Should read This Book. Very informative - paid full price from AMZ

but you can get it used. Every man needs to know whats in this book. The author doesn't treat

the reader like a high school student. Like an adult. that's what I l ike about this book”

P. A. Evans, “Every man should have one. I bought several books about the prostate, and this is

bar far the best. It is authoritative and informative, easy to read, and written by a healthcare

professional who knows his trade. Lots of good advice about how to delay prostate problems,

and what happens when problems arise.  Recommended.”

The book by Paul McKenna has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 188 people have provided feedback.
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